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IH!gaOQUCTIGN 
Ihe use of local anesthetics in surgery has shora a 
retiarkalDle jrccrth since tne introduction of cocaine some 
forty years ago. Fornerlj only islnor operations at­
tempted under local anesthesia, but no^  major operations on 
the abdominal cavity are often perfoi^ , using only local 
anesthetics. This practice has been made possible partly by 
isoroved technique, but aainlj by the great variety of syn­
thetic local anesthetics available, Jhese synthetic local 
anesthetics niay or may not fulfil the recaireznents specified 
by Czilnan^  for ideal substitutes for cocaine, but they do 
possess properties «hich render them acceptable to the sur­
geon for the operation at hand. Many se©iiingly peculxar sub­
stances have been used as local anesthetics. Jlllen" isentions 
ifater, phenol, alcohol, chloroforE, aisi "jrater solutions oi 
Eagneslus salts. To this list Braun^  adds cold, and for ton-
silectocy a cizture of urea and quinine. 
Irfhen the structure of cocaine •?ras definitely established 
by the synthesis of this body fron tropinone, by lF?illstS.tter, 
the field of research on local anesthetics 's'as thrown open to 
iGilsan, J. Ind. Eng. 2^-814 (1922). e^ also 
Braun, "Local Anesthetics", <i^ a and ^ reoinger, 191A-} 125. 
®Allen, "Local Anesthetics'', (Saunders and Company, 1914} 
71—T2. 
®5raun, "Local Anesthetics", (Lea and Febinger-, 19i'^ ) 
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organic cheisists* Hundreds of coapoimds are noisr tested 
sz2mi3.13.y for locsii snestiietic action^  snd tiiose isost ne-arly 
fulfllllns the requirements mentioned^  find tlieir "way into 
tiie liaztds of the clinical anesthetist, k fevj of those most 
consisonly xised, and considered the hest are pi^ caine, "btityn# 
holocaine, the borocaines, and isocaine. Ihese have all "been 
f012nd either more efficient tiian cocaine, or less toxic. Some 
are adapted to one sort of operation^  some to another, hut 
they all have the desirable property of being non-ha^ bit fora-
ing. 
Despite the lai^ e ssount of trark done on local anesthet­
ics, the advance in feio^ fledge sade, it is as yeu possible 
to speaJs; only in very general teras, concerning the effect of 
the various groups. Sven then, there are xnesplained contra­
dictions to alinost every stateaent. It is very evident that 
a cosTDlete correlation between chemical constitution and 
ptgrsiological action has not yet been reached. 
In the field of local anesthetics a large part of the 
trouble is due to the lack of a satisfactory method for evalu­
ating the effect of the compounds tested^  The order of ef­
fectiveness varies according to the method of testing, for az^  
one co2ipoui2d^ . The3?e are notsr in use sose half dozen more or 
"^ (xilman and Pickens, J. M* Chem. Soc. < 245 (1925). 
Adaas, Sideal, Burnett^  Jenkins and Dreger, J. M- CheE. Soc. 
48, 1758-1770 (1926). 
Xess a"Dpi*OPTed. iii6t>liod.s~ j^ tiie esosu Videly used, one "being ^ -P*" 
Tjlication of tlie coEpound tested to the comea of a dog or 
rabbit. Even -shen the same siethod is used, different methods 
of evaluating the results are in vogue> so that the invcsti-
t^or encounters difficulty in finding data comparable to his 
osn. '• 
This state of affairs should not exist, A standardiza­
tion of isethods could be 'srorked out as was done in the case 
of disinfectants'^ , and the results evaluated in some such 
sianner as has already been suggested by Silsan and Pickens , 
and by CopelaJ^  and Hotton''. A nethod iBhich seems to combine 
the best features of Eost of ths others aentioned, is the one 
used by Adams and his coifforSiers^  in which goldfish are used 
as test subjects, Siis method could be standardised, used in 
connection with some other larhen necessaiy, and the results 
ea^ r^essed in coinparison "Sith cocaine or procaine. If such a 
thing be possible, and be universally adopted, the criticisms 
enunciated by Ljrnn and Lofgren^  'sould no longer be so perti­
nent as they are at present. 
H^einekasp, J. Lab, Clin, I^ ed., jA, 289-292 (1925); 
Meeker, ibid., 468-474 (1925)'» licGuigan and Brou^ , ibid., 
479-482 TW25}1 Cohen, ibid., 174-176 (1925); Schulz, ibid.« 
176-182 (1925); lEcGuigan, J. Im* ?ha3rg. Assoc,. 3^ , 31^ 17 
(1924). _ 
A^ndei^ son artn ilculintic, U, rub, nealth i^ ervxce o^. 
Bull, lo. M-
"^ Copeland and Kotton, Brit, laed, , 1925 ^ Xs 547, 
d^ams^  Rideal, Burnett, Jenkins and Breger, J, M* 0^ *^ 
Soc,, 1758-1770 (1926).  ^ " 
*^ Lynn and Lofgren, J. Phara, Assoc., 14, 970 (1925,'» 
C. A., 20, 2727 (1926). 
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In a research of this type, the choice of a pharnaca-
phore^ ®""' is attended oy rzanj difficulties- The p'-diietbyl-
aninoethyl group ((CsHgyaNCsHft-) 'aras finally choscn as a 
satisfactory> z^ presentatire pharaacaphore, since a large 
amount of data are available ^ rhen it is usedi True, this 
S2X)up is not found in many good local anesthetics such as 
"butyn, holocaine, tutoeaine, and otS^ rSi It is not found in 
the esters of-^ -sainobenzoic acid, Trhich .Adass^  and others-^  
found to have local anesthetic action^  There is no acino 
group -whatever in benzyl alcohol, or the esters of it studied 
by liacht^ ,^ yet these ha-ve local anesthetic action-. On the 
other hand, yiJ-diethylaminoethanol^ " itself has a marked local 
anesthetic action. It Tras felt that the objections sentioned 
were not sufficient to overbalaaice the advantages secured by 
using the ? -dicthylasinosthyl group 
Since L3mn and Lofgren^  have sho-sm that ;3-dp.ethylai2ino-
et'r^ l benzoate (C6H5C00G2H4H(CsH6)2) has local anesthetic 
action slightly less powerful than procaine, it ^ s concluded 
that the^ -a2ino group found in procaine Tsras not a part of 
phar^ acaphore may be defined as that group of atons to 
?/hich the physiological action say be attributed, 
^^ Gilliard, Llonnet and Cartier, Ger-., 593733, i:ch-. 13 (1924). 
-^ Brill, J. Chen. Soc., 4^ , 1320 (1921). 
ThoES and Ritsert, Ber* deut, phana. Ges"., 31 r 65 (1921), 
C..A., 1^ , 2351 (1921). 
A1'h^ v^ =.iTjc? GTvS TT Q 
,3 liL, 1595 (1920). 
Macht, J-. rharaacol., 3^ , 263 (1918). C..A., 13, 41 (I919). 
i-^ See Table pi 42. 
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the principal pharsiacaphore. Eie evidence previously iaention-
ed seemed to indicate it was a secondary independent pharma-
caphore, or an anchoring groiip, and that its influence was 
"best included ^ ith the action of neighboring groups. 
i^ drochloride salts of the anesthetic "bases prepared in 
this research "crere sulxaitted for tests. Again the choice iras 




Diethyl d -Iii.ieth7laslnoe tlivl~£!a.lona:t.e 
( Cgiig ) gl»C gH^ CHC COCCgHg ) g 
Broclmtihl and 3ch»rarz^ ® have prepared the jS -diethyl-
ssinoethyl derivative of acetoacetic ester (CHaCOGH.CCaH^ K 
(CzUjs,)z) ^CCCCsRs) tfj adding powdered potassiuc Ijjdroxide to 
a mijcttrre of the ester ^ d the bydrobromide salt of ^ i^etl^ l-
tJEinoethyl "broiside^ sC (C2H5)2^ 3^Hft.Br.SBr). A solution, com­
posed of 50 cc. "benzene and 32 ©s. (0.2 mole) diethylmalonate 
was nixed vrith 50 gsa.. /J-dietbylasinoetnylbroaide bydrobroHide-
To this niztnre -was added 22.4 gm. (0.4 mole) poTJdered potas­
sium bjdroxide, introduced one srani at a tise.. JiTter' five 
hours standing, the benzene solution tras decanted, dried, and 
distilled.' The fraction boiling at l45°/l-22n2.. comprised the 
major portion of the distillate.: 
The purified oil, dissolved in dry ether and treated 
t^h l3ydPogen chloride-yielded a yello'v?' oil, insoluble in 
ether, «hich required three months standing in an electric 
refrigerator before crystallizing. The ci^ stals so formed 
frere very hygroscopic, and aelted at 65-68®- A solid chior-
platinate, or chloraurate. derivative of the purified oil 
could not be prepared. Analysis ?ras sade by suspending a 
saznple in water and titrating -pith standard hydrochloric acid, 
-^ Brocvnilbl and Sch^ s^ z, U.S. 1429922, Sept. 26 (1922), 
c.i*. 16 4015 (1922). 
iSMej^ 'and^ Hopff, Ber., . 2274-2282 (1921). C.A., 16, 
1220 (1922). 
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using nethyl orange as an indicator, As a chcck, a carbon 
and "aydrogen analysis Tras made. 
Analysis: Acid titration of free base. Carlson and hy­
drogen determination. 
Galcd, amount hydrochloric acid to neutralize 0.5^ 34 gc. 
(C2H5)2HC2H4CH(C00C2Hb)s; 0.07751 32. Foimd: C.07723sa. 
Calcd. for (CsH5)2lIC2H4CH(CC0C2Hs)2: C, 60.27; H-,9.64. 
Fx)und: C, 60.41; :H, 9.31* 
A'-Chloroethyl-phthaliHide-^  .was prepared "by heating 
potascius phthalimide T/itii an excess of ethylene chloride in 
a sealed tube. The yield -^ as 37 per cent, 
7 Sin. (0.03 nole) of this /S-c^ hloroethyl-phthaiiside 
•t?ere placed in a pressure bottle with 7-3 52. (0,1 EOle) di-
etbylanine; The flasi "sfas heated at 100® for 14 hours, then 
opened, and the ezcess diethylasine alloTred to escape. The 
diethylaaine hydrochloride "ffas filtered out and the residual 
oil distilled, boiling at 205-4V14 Em. sihen dissolved in 
dry ether and treated rith, hydrogen chloride, a xrliite solid 
precipitated- This solid melted at 230° after r-ecz^ '-stal-
lization froE acetone, IThen Eixed ^ ith diethylamine hydro-
 ^Seitz, Ber,, 2624-2631 (1891). 
 ^-Diethylasinoethy l-Phthalimide 
02H4l's(C2Ms) 2 
chloride, th.e sseltins point was 175-186°. 
Analysis; 
Galcd. for CI, 12.54. Pound 
12.55 (^ y Voliiard). 12.70 (by Carius). 
/j-Dlethylaalzioethyl /:^ £^thylacrylate 
• CgE6CH=CHC00CgHtIi(C3H5)s. 
Eie acid chloride of /j-ettiylacrylic acid (CgHgCH=:CHCGOH} 
•eras prepared "by treating 5 SJS- (0i05 mole) of tMs acid in 
cold benzene solution •srith 8 gE. (0.075 lEole) of thionyl 
chloride. After 2 hours stirring in the cold, 3»5 ssi. (59 
per cent) of a material boiling at 96-93V7 ees. •sras secured 
on distillation of the reaction mixture. 
This material "^ as dissolved in diy ether and treated 
t^h a slight excess sodium 5-d^ ethylaninoethylate-^ . A •erhite 
solid appeared imntediately and the mixture was alloT?ed to 
stand overnight. The solid Tras then dissolved in •srater, the 
•!?ater solution neutralized with sodium hydroxide, and the 
oil so formed dissolved in ether, and separated. This oil 
boiled at 55°/3 and contained nitrogen, carbon, no chlor­
ine or sulfur. It quickly decolorized bromine "^ ter and 
This material was prepared "fcy treating an ether solution 
of'yS-diethylaminoethanol t?ith the calculated amount of metal­
lic S0dii2S* It "sras soluble in ether to the extent of 0*1 
mole in 100 cc. Frequent shaking facilitates the reaction 
TThich is quite Bios' to-Erard the end. 
potassium peraanganate solution, e^n dissolved in ether, 
and treated "with hjrdrosen chloride, a white solid foiled, 
melting at 117-120°. The solid was surprisingly volatile, 
and could not be kept or weighed as such. The reason for 
this high volatility is not knoim. 
The original bensPne solution contained nothing hut 
small amounts of ^ -dlethylaminoethanoi. The rater layer af­
ter -Krashing -srith ether, when acidified and evaporated gave 
no identifiable organic coiapouzid. 
In a second run, using 0.1 molar qiiffjntities, the yield 
of supposed acid chloride wa.s &*5 ga. (55 per cent). Its 
boilins point •j?as 129-130V735 sin*, ho^ rever. Ether was used 
instead of "benE^ ne and the mixture "s?as distilled after 2 
hours standing at room temperature-. 
"So yield of ^ -diethylaml noetl^ l js-ethylacrylate was se­
cured in this second run. Instead, 3 gs.. (25.6 per cent) 
/J-diethylaininoethanol, and 3v5 (35 per cent") /3-ethylac-
rylic acid were recovered-. Ko other products could he found, 
so it was believed that no acid chloride had really been 
foraed by the treatment of the acid -srith thionyl chloride. 
A third i»un -was made, in "^ hlch the yield of acid chlor­
ide was increased to a quantitative one by using Eore concen­
trated solutions . Only pO ccv of ether •were used altogether 
ar^  the solution is-as sllotfcd to stand 43 hoiirs after mixing, 
at roos temperature. 
lO-
As "before, this acid chloride was mixed -ffith sodiua 
/S-die thy laninoe thy late in cooled ether solution^  and allowed 
to stand 4 days. Sie ishite solid "sas removed and the ether 
solution distilled. 5 gm. of a very pure product \?as finally 
seciired representing 15.C per cent yield. This material boil­
ed at 145®/35 isn, and at IOS-IOTV^ -^ S nsn. It contained carbon 
and nitrogen but no sulfur or chlorine. In dry ether solution, 
"crhen treated' trith hydrogen chloride, it gave a Traite precipi­
tate, Tfhich could not be analyzed because of its estreme vola­
tility. 
The free base -Bras analyzed for carbon and i^ drogen, the 
V-OU; v/^vx-4.i OL-v> v<ct -k. ^ V y ^ wX 
compounds containing nitrogen, being used, 
Anal-ysis: Carbon and hydrogen. 
Calcd. for C3E5CH=CHG00C3H4HCCaH^ );3; C, 66.27J H, 10.62. 
Pound, G, 66.11; H, 10.30. 
ing 10 gn. (0.58 sole) «<-naphthoic acid in ether solution, 
with 17 gm. (1.72 mole) of thi023yi chloride. The yield was 
90.5 per cent. 
An ether solution ofaC-naphthoyl chloride -as then treat­
ed with a slight excess of sodiiEi /J-diethylaminoetbylate. A 
white solid formed iinmediately. This "s^ as filtered out, dis-
A'-Die thvlaainoe thy 1 < -Sa'Phthoate 
/^ j'-'^ COCCgrj^ HC CgHg) g 
'•^ Hoffsan, 3er., 1, 53-43 (1868). 
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solved in "v^ ater, neutralized «ith. sodium hydrojiide, and the 
yellOT oil so forned, dissolved in ether. .After drying over 
sodiujn sulfate, this ether solution "Baa treated T.lth dry by-
drogen chloride. A yelloyr oil cane doim "Efeich solidified af­
ter standing. When reerystallised frois acetone, thi-s solid 
melted at 163^ . 
Analysis: Volhard for CI. 
Calcd. for-C-CioH^ COOCsH^ HCCsHeys.HCl: CI, 11.53. Found, 
11.51. 
The free "base had a boiling po:.nt of 200-220°/10 se. 
For this reason it •aas converted into the hydrochloride salt 
CUb'VA. by recrystallisation fro::n acetone. 
.^ -DlethYlazainoethyl jg-Naphthoate 
• Q^ CCGCsH4l?(C2H5)s 
A-Naphthoyl chloride ( QQCOCl) •eras prepa2red from 9 gm. 
(Q.52 mole) of -naphthoic acid and 17 @2. {1.72 2ole) of 
thionyl chloride, in ether solution, e^ yield "sras 90 per 
cent. 
An ether solution of the /^ '-naphthoyl chloride so pre­
pared »;as then treated ^ rith a slight excess of sodiuni A'-di-
ethylaninoe thy late. A •^ hite solid precipitated, v;hlch ^ as 
filtered out, dissolved in water, and neutralised ^ ith sod-
iun hydroxide. The resu^ -ting insoluble oil was extracted 
•??ith ether, the ether solution dried over sodiuc sulfate, 
-12-
and the ether distilled off. The residual oil boiled at 
185-185 °/3-^  ss. 
This oil was then treated ^ rith hydrogen chloride, in an 
ether solution. A vrhite solid forced Trhich melted at 165® 
after recrystallization from acetone. Squal portions of this 
material and the^ ietr^ yiasinoethyl Kr-naphthoatG, when mixed, 
melted at 140°. 
Analysis: 
Galcd. for /?-CioH7COOC3H4H(C3Hc)2.HCl: CI, 11»55- Foiind: 
11.5c ("by Volhard), 11^ 39 ("by Cariiis). 
jS -DiethTlaninoetbyl-Methirlaniline 
t CK3» v/giijj} 2 
A nixture of 10.? gUL. (0.1 mole) of r:ethyl aniline (CgHs 
IIH.CHa) and 26 52. (0,1 sole) of -^diet^ y^lasinoetl^ rDrosiide 
hydrobroffiide v7as treated Tiith 11'.2 gs. (0.2 nole) of potrdered 
potassium hydroxide, the latter heins added in small asounts 
and the -shole thoi^ u^shly aixed before fuirther addition. It 
was necessary to cool the fls,s& in -water occasionally. 
After standing one hour, the semisolid mass «as shaken 
"With benzene several tines and the solution so secured, dis­
tilled. A fraction boiling at 155was secured. It 
•sreished 11 gen., and represented a 53-5 per cent yield. This 
yellow oil, dissolved in dry ether and treated "sith hydrogen 
chloride yielded a yelloirish solid. This solid, rec2?ystal-
lized from a chlorofora ether solution melted at 187^ . 
-1> 
Analysis: Volliard for CI. 
S ft 
Cracd. for CsE5N.GH3.C3H4K(C2H5)2.2HCl: CI, 25.45- Pound 
25.42. 
/^ -Sietlwlajainoetuyl Phenyl Ether 
C2H5) g 
An ether solution containir^ g 15-7 32. (0,1 mole) of 
.5-cnloroethyl phez^ l ether®^  (CsHBCCHgCEsCl) and 14.6 ga. 
(C,2 sole) of diethylaisine was sealed In a flask and heated 
over a water bath for 8 hoxirs. The diethylaBine hydrochlor­
ide formed -eras filtered out, the ether evaporated, and the 
residual oil distilled. This velloT? oil toiled at 98-100°/ 
7 SSI. A yield of 44 per cent vras secured. An ether solution 
of this oil, jjhen treated with hydrogen chloride yielded a 
?rhite solid, nelting at 135.5° after recivstallization from 
ethyl acetate. 
Analysis: Volhard for 01. 
Calcd. for CqH5QC2H4SCC2H5)3.HC1: CI, 15.46. Found: 15.43. 
'^ -Diethylasiinoethyl D-'Tolyl Sulfide 
p—CHgCgH^ SCgHiKC Cgiig) g 
An anhydrous ether-toluene solution containing 26,4 gs. 
~®Apparently, the forsation of di-h^ /drochlorides "by di-asines, 
•crTn"? 1 o ^ t-r^nrsTT^r-irsy^  ^ 1 z-sw*• I y .A. W  ^ UA.X'W  ^ * 
Trapesonzjanz, Ber., 2^ , 3280 (1892). 
Colson, Bull, soc. chim., 48, 800. 
Harries, /:jin. ,"¥17, 107-191 (1918). See p. 154. 
®^ ?erkin, Eentley and Ha^ orth,' J. Chein. Soc,, 69« 165 (1896). 
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(0.15 mole) of /J-chlcroet'nyl p^ tolyl sulfide (p-CHg.CeH^ 3 
CKgCHaCl) and 22 gta. (0.3 sole) of dietsylssine us.s retluxed 
4 hours at 60® without evidence of reaction- Then 0.15 sole 
of dietcylaminoEasnesiuisbroaide Tffas prepared from phenylisag-
nesiurabroHide and diethylaaine. «hen this "sras added, a -vio­
lent reaction took place. After 9 hours refluxing at 55® > the 
??ell-cooled mixture was hyd3X>ly2ed "SFith dilute hydrochloric 
acid, the resulting two layers separated, and the toluene-
ether layer disca2?ded. The •cater layer was then treated with 
sodium hydroxide, and the yellow oil resulting separated, hy 
extracting "STith ether. 
Considerable difficulty ms exper-ienced In purifying 
this oil. A fraction iras finally secured which boiled at 
152-134V3 232, A qualitative analysis showsd nitrogen, sul­
fur and carbon present, and the oil in dry ether "Sfhen treated 
^^ ith hydrogen chloride formed a wliite solid. This solid also 
proved difficult to purify, but repeated recryst^ .llizations 
from acetone gave a product melting at 124®, a melting point 
T^ hich could not be raised by further recrjrstallization. 
Analysis: Yolhard for CI. 
Calcd. for p-CH^ .G5,H!iSC2HtH(C2H5)s.HCl: CI, 13-66. Pound: 
15.21. 
«15-
-Blethvlaaiinoe thy 1 p-Tolyl~Sulf one 
p~CHg » * SOg • Cgii^ NC UgKg) 2 
A toluene solution containing 22,0 gm. (0.1 mole) of 
-criloroetlayl p-tolyl sulfone®® (P-CH3.CSH4.SO2-GH3CH0CI) was 
treated ^ rith 12.5 ga. (0.17 mole) of diethyl amine, A white 
solid was gradually deposited, which proved to "be diethyl-
amine hydrochloride. This solid "VJas filtered out, and the 
ether solution shaken -svith dilute hydrochloric acid. The 
acid solution -vfas then neutralised i^ ith sodium hydroxide, arai 
the resulting oil dissolved in ether ard. thus separated from 
the water layer. Distillation yielded a fraction Treighing 
9.0 gm. (51 per cent yield) boiling at 205ViO 22;. This oil 
in dry ether, ji-ielded a nfhite solid when treated ^ rith hydro­
gen chloride. After recrystallisation from ethyl acetate, 
this solid melted at 121°. 
Analysis; Volhard for Gl. 
Calcd. for CI, I2.I5. 
Found: 12.16. 
An attempt to prepare >S-diethylaisino€thyl p-tolyl-sul-
fone by oxidation of the corresponding sulfide in acetic acid 
solution, with 40 per cent iiydrogen peroxide^ ,^ failed. A 
heavy oil which refused to crystallize resulted.. It could 
^^ The ^ -chloroethyl-p-tolyl-sulfonc was prepared "by oxidation 
of the cor-responding sulfide with 40 per cent hydrogen pei^ Dx-
ide. An alisost quantitative yield of quite pure product was 
secured. See Fr-omni and Kohn, Ber., 54, 320-526 (1921). 
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not "be identified. 
H -PlethvlaB inoethvl-Phenyl-Thionure thane 
CeHgSH. C (=S) 0-C3H<tH( CgHg) 2 
Phenyl tiiioncarbasyl cnloride is appaz^  
ently unJcno^ , althoxagh phenyl carbasayl chloride is known®^ . 
It ?ras believed possible to prepare phei^ l-thioncarbaEyl chlor­
ide by the sieans used to prepare the phenyl carbamyl chloridc. 
Accordingly, 13*5 (0*1 Eole) of phei^ l isothiocyanate 
(CsHgSCS) Tsere dissolved in 5 cc^  ether and treated -syith dry-
hydrogen chloridei Sie product so foraed "eras not isolated, 
but •eras treated "frith a slight exces? of soditis .^ -dietliylasino®" 
thylate in ether solution, the flask being cooled seantime. 
A vigorous reaction took place, and a •srhite hygroscopic solid 
formed, This solid iTas filtered out, dissolved in ^ ter, and 
the water solution neutralized T!7ith sodium hydroxide. The 
insoluble oil so formed "sras dissolved in ether, the layers 
separated, and the ether solution dried and treated "Kith hy­
drogen chloride. A "srhite solid vras formed, which melted at 
124° -when once recrystallized from dry ether^  This ^ as the 
only hydrochloride salt of ar^  of the bases prepared ^ rhich 
"Was soluble in dry ether, from which it crystallized in long 
needlesi 
^^ Hentsehel, 3er^ , IS, 1178 {18S5)-
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Analvsia: Volha2?d for CI, 
Galcd. for CeH5J-^ -^ (=S)0C2K4,l?(C£H5)s.HCl: CI, 15-02. Found: 
15.05. 
The preceding experisent seems to prove the existence of 
phenyl thioncaroamyl chloride* Since the derivative prepared 
•?ras previously tmknown, the ethyl ester of phenyl thioncarha-
sic acid T^ as made ligr the s^ e method. The product V7as piiri-
fied "by recrystallization froE petrole-um ether, had a meltir^  
point of 68®, and other physical and cheisical characteristics 
in agreeEent ^ ith those given "by Bame shelter 
/? -riiethylaiiiinoethyl-Broiside Hydrohroside 
(C2H5>sNG3H4Br.HBr 
j8-Diethylasinoethyl hroinide hydrohromide was prepaid by 
"eyer and Hopff^ ® "by treating yS-Hjietbylsainoethanol trith 66 
per cent hydrobromic acid. They found it necessary to heet 
the reaction njixture in sealed tubes at a temperature of I30®. 
The product mis crystallised fron absolute alcohol, fi -31-
etbylaisinoethyl bromide ts&s prepared by shalcing the corre­
sponding hydrobroside "sfith strong sodium hydroxide and dis­
tilling the heavy oil resulting. The -diethylasinoethyl 
broEide so prepared polymerized very quickly, becc«iiing en­
tirely solid TTithin 50 minutes. 
'•^ Bame-'^ berger, Bar.. 1^ - 2164 (1882). 
Liebeisan, Ann., 207, 145 (1881), 
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p -Dietrsylaminoetbyi bromide bydrobromide ir&B prepared 
in this laboratory by heating ^ '-dietfeylsElnoethanol vrith 40 
per cent ioydrobrosic acid in coscon presBure bottles. These 
bottles ^ ere imsiersed in an oil bath held at 150°, for 6 hours. 
The yields 2?anged frcaii 30 to 55 per cent of the theoretical, 
the average being 50 per cent. The constants agreed <51 th 
those given by Heyer and Hopff^ ®^  
A' -Diethvlasinoethvl Chloride Hydrochloride 
(CSH5)2!TC2H4C1.HC1 
-I?lethylaEinoethyl chloride has been mentioned^ ® but 
no directions for its preparation irere available, so far as 
could be found. Since the correspondins C2?02ii-de poljaerises 
so readily^ ®, it was desired to prepare the chloride. 
SoEe ^ 'j-d^ ethylsaiinoeti::^ ! chloride hydrochloride had been 
made In an attempt to prepare the /S-dlethylacinoetbyl esters 
of sulfurous and phosphorous acids. Accordlnglj, a dry ether 
solution containing 36 gs. (0.31 laole) sodiusi ^ -^dietigrlaiQino-
ethylate Tsras treated -with 55 gE. (0.4 -sole) phosphorous tri­
chloride, since this had given the largest yield previously. 
The n:ixture stood undisturbed for one iyeek, and «?as then shak­
en T?ith water. The vrater layer -sras then dravm off and neu­
tralized TJith sodiun hydroxide. The neut3?al solution Tras ex­
tracted -fvith ether, but nothing could be isolated froD this 
25 
Gilliard, iionnet and Cartier, Brit.. lr>5748, Hay 27 (1920). 
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ether layer* 50 per cent of the diet'nylaalnoetbylate re­
covered as ,5-dletr^ lsElnoethanol, frost the original ether 
solution. 
In a second nin, vrith like quantities, sodiun acetate 
"Bras used as a "base instead of sodiiss l:grdJroxide, but no di-
etbylaminoethyl cnloride could be isolated. 
A variation of the Eethod used "by Korris and Taylor^ ® was 
nest triedv A isljrture of 11.5 ss- (0.1 mole) of diethjrlaaino-
ethanol, 28 gm. (0^ 2 mole) of zinc chloride and 25 cc. concen­
trated hydrochloric acid Tsas reflused for 12 hours. Excess 
sodium hydroxide ^ ras added and the alkaline solution extract­
ed rit-h ether, ihe ether solution yielded S jrmw (56 per cent) 
unchanged -^diethylsjninoethancl, but no iS-^ iethylaminoethyl 
chloridei A cheek run grj.ve sisilar results ^ 
The method used "bj I^ eyer and S?pff^ ® for preparing 
ethylsjsinoetr^ l bromide yras finally adoptedi A convenient 
quantity of crystalline A'-dietbyiamlnoethanol hydrochloride 
a^s sealed in a thick walled glass tube, •srith an excess of 
very concentrated hydrochloric acid, and heat®<3. from 7 to 14 
hours. The hydrochloric acid used ^ ras sade by saturating veiy 
cold concentrated hydrochloric acid with hydrogen chloride. 
inie product «ras placed in the cooled glass tube isiniediately, 
and the latter sealed ^ hile the closed er^ d "Jfas still in the 
®^2Jorris and Taylor, J. to. Chea. Soc., 753 (1924), 
C. A., 18, 1977 (1924). 
ice "ba'tri. 
The /j-dlethylaslnoethyl chloride hydrochloride secured 
"by this sjethod melts at 207® after recrystallization from al­
cohol. It -Bras identified "by a mised neltirss point with the 
previously secured and analyzed ^ -dlethylaninoetcyl chloride®^ 
The yields secured ranged from 50 to 95 cent. 
The./?-c^ ethylaniinoethyl chloride prepared as aboye, po­
lymerized and turned conpletely solid irithin one hour after 
being freed froE the salt hy treatment 171 th sodium hydroxide. 
That prepared from phosphorus trichloride did not:, j^ ccording-
ly, two very pure sasples of the /e-dietbylaainoeti3yl chloride, 
made ttLth hydrochloric acid were prepared, to one of which 
was added tifo drops of phosphorus trichloride before distil­
lation. Both MTsre sealed in small glass tubes and allo'wed to 
stands The saaple -^ thout phosphorus trichloride sho^ d soae 
solid after 30 minutes, and ^ as completely solid after 4 hours 
The sample containing phosphoras trichloride was very faintly 
cloudy after 4 hours, 50 per cent solid after 18 hours, and 
completely solid only after 36 hours had elapsed. A later 
sample, treated in the same way -^ rith phosphorus trichloride 
T?as kept in the ice chest 12 months, and shotred only 10-15 per 
cent solid at the end of that tine. 
The polymerization product ^ as a greasy mass of flat 
See ezoeriments on/3-dietliylasinoethyl -ohosnhite, this 
pape^ .-p; 33; 
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platelets, melting ai>ove 220**, It "sfas insoluble in ether, 
ethyl acetate, and acetone, and soluble in alcohol and chloro-
forra. It dissolved in water Trith a basic reaction, and was 
quite soluble in hydrochloric acidw Waen vacuun distilled, it 
yielded soiae dietbylaninoetlianol. 
Diethylaminoett^ l chloride is a clear,colorless liquid 
boi ling at 147-148V731 ms. 
/f-PiethYlaainoethyl Chloride ^ ith SSagnesius 
A carefully purified sssiple of -^ -diethylasiinoethyl chlor­
ide, containing traces of phosphorus trichloride, was sealed 
in a small tube Trith ether and the verj reactive copper mag-
nesiuE alloy, developed by Gllman, Peterson and Schulze®*, 
It was then placed in the ice chest for 18 hoiirs. A similar 
tube contalnins the sasie reagents was allo"fred to stand 12 
hours at rooin temperature. A third tube, liljie the others ex­
cept that it contained a trace of m-ercuric bromide as frell, 
•was shaken vigorously for 12 hours, THien opened none of these 
solutions gave positive reactions for organocasnesium halides, 
when tested Ti7ith the reagents developed by G-ilman ai»2. Schulze^  ^
for this purpose. 
"^ ^^ G-ilman and Harris, J. M. Cnes. Soc., 49» 1827 (1927). 
Hurd and "ebb, ibid., 546 (1927). 
'^ G^ilman and Schulze, J. Ches- Soc., 47, 2C02 (1925). 
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~5ietti7lai5lnoetaYl'>?lienvI-Ace't7 lene 
CsHBC^CgHftKl GgH® ) s 
A dry ether solution containing 10.2 ga. (0.1 mole) of 
phenyl acetylene (CsHbCsch) was treated with metallic sodium 
to prepare sodiua pheijyl acetylide. To this 10 g»a. (0.05 ffiole) 
of ^ e-diethylsTiinoetbyl "bromide hydrahroEide "sras added. A Tffhite 
solid •s?as rjrecipitated iinr'ediately. After 72 hours standing, 
the "White solid Yras filtered out, dissolved in hydrochloric 
acid, the solution neutralized trith sodium Ijydroxide and -^ ash­
ed "srith ether, e^n distilled, the ether TTashings yielded a 
snail amount of asterial bcilins at 190®/25 S22i, This material, 
dissolved in dry ether and treated with £g-drogen chloride, 
yielded a Tirhite solid iselting at 142® v.'hen reciystallized from 
Analysis: Volhard for CI. 
Calod. for CsSsOkiC^ HiHCC^ Hsja.HOl: CX, 14.95. Poocd: 14.45. 
The ether solution and washings yielded about 50 per cent 
unchanged phenyl acetylene. 
The above experiment, was repeated several times, but in 
no ether case T^ as ary of the product described, lound. Vihy 
this "^ ras so could not be determined. 
In another attempt, 15 S?^ . (0.15- nole) of phenyl acet­
ylene arji 40 grs. of -diethylamLnoetnyl bromide bydrobromide 
?/ere siixcd and IS (0.3 sole) of pcsfdered potassiunj h^ ydrox-
ide added, one grain at a time, -Erith shalsing and cooling "when 
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necessary. After standing the nushy solid formed «as washed 
"Sfitb. dry iDejfisene, tiie solution so secured, distilled. 
-The main fraction, "boilins at 98-11577 nsa. tfhen dissolved 
in dry ether and treated Tritli igrdrogen criloride, yielded a 
traite solid melting at 210® "sriien re crystallized from acetone. 
This material could not be identified* 
Analysis; Yoltiard for CI. 
Calcd. for CeH5C=CC2H4H(CaHs)s-HGl: C-1, 14.93- Foiind: 17.57. 
An attespt was made to prepare-diethylaminoetby 1-phenyl-
acetylene by treating >^ f-chloroet]:^ i-phenyl-acetylene®^  (CeHgCS 
CCK2CH2CI) triith diethylamine. Approzimately one equivalent of 
diethylcaine bydrochlorlde tras forsed, "but none of the other 
products could be identified, 
ITo physiological tests •s?ere made on the cospound first 
described, because of the very small asount left aiter tne 
analysis t^ s coapleted. l^ o more of this material could "be 
made. 
!i,(g.isiethvlaniinoethvl) Styrene 
CeH5CE=CHC2H4^ C CsKs ) s 
styiylniasiiesixsabroiiiide "was prepared in approzimately 50 
"oer cent vield, by using the specially activated magnesj-uin de~ 
veloped by G-ilisan, Peterson and Schulze^ ,^ irith ;8-b2?csiostyrene 
(CeH5CH=GII3p). To this satsrlsl tras added an equivalent 
°^Gil2aan and Beaber, J. Affi. Cheis. Soc., •^ 5 > 839~842 (1922), 
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aaount of .i-dietbylasinoetbyl troEiiae, freshly prepsred. Af­
ter stirrlBS for 1 hoar tHe reaction Rlxtiire »as hydrolyzed In 
the cold, v'lth dilute hydrochloric acid. The ether solution 
yielded soce styrene a^ d <i-tooaostyrene, Uut nothing else. 
She water solution, ^ hen neutralized Tslth sodlua hydroxide acd 
washed inth ether yielded no Identifiable products. The TOter 
solution tfhen acidified nth hydrochloric acid,evaporated to 
dryness and extracted mth various solvents, also yielded 
nothing identifiable. 
Two attempts to prepare /s-chloroethyl styrene from styr-
ylBSSnesiuntaoslde and /J-ohaoroethyl p-toluenesulfonate»° (p-0 
HS.CAHI.SOS.CHsCHsOl) failed, siving only 3C to 40 per cent 
yields of syametrloal dlphenylbatadlene CC6H50H=0E.Cn=0riC5n6). 
«-metli7la»^''"ethvl Phenvl-Eercaoto-goraate 
C-sHB' S» CCCCsHiNCCsHg) s 
Sodium thioplienate -sfss prepared by allowins metallic 
sodium to react ^ .tH 10 gjn. (0.91 sole) thiophenol in etiier 
solution. Absolute alcohol was added until solution ^ as com­
plete, and then 14 (0.1- niole) of -chloroetbyl chloro-
formates^ . (ClCCOCsHiCl) was added. The rhole xi&s stirz-ed 2 
hours and allowed" to stand overnight. 3 SE. of sodium chlor­
ide was filtered out and the solution remaining distilled, 
yielding 9-5 5a» (^ 3. per cent) of an oil boiling at 180-183° 
®°3iliaan and Beaber, J. M- 859-8^ 2 (1922), 
®3^ Kesiiroii7s^ , J. "prakt. Chem., (2) • 
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/25 sm. This product (representing 0.044 mole CsHs* S-COCCsHtCl) 
was dissolved in dry ether arsd treated •Blth 4-,5 (0.06 mole) 
of diet'nylaiEine^  After 12 hours standing, a white solid was 
filtered out, and separated into two parts "by crystallization 
fros ethyl acetate. One part ifas composed of 0.4- gm. die thy 1-
asiine h^ j-'drochloride and the other of 1,6 sm. diphezgrldisulfide. 
The solution remaining yielded 4,0 gjs. of a material boiling 
at 90-10C®/5 snn. This aaterial contained carhon, nitrogen and 
sulfur, but was insoluble in hydrochloric acid, and gave no 
precipitate when an ether solution of it was treated with hy­
drogen chloride. It could not be identified. Since the sim­
ple esters of sereaptofoisic acids "are difficult to prepare, 
and relatively unstable^ ®, it was believed that if any /J-di-
etrgrlaiiiincethyl phenyl-iaercapto-forEiate was forsed, it had de-
composed to form diphenyl disulfide and the imidentified liquid 
described, 
A-Biethylaminoethyl Sulfinylurethane 
GeHs^ fH'SO-OCgH^ NC GsKs) 2 
A dry petroleum ether solution of 13-9 gs. (0.1 sole) of 
thioz^ l aniline (CcHgNrSrO) was cooled and ti^ eated with hydro­
gen chloride^ ®. The solution so prepared was treated with 
sodiua /f-diethylasinoethylate, the whole being well cooled and 
®.^ Hepworth and Claphaa, J. Chem. Soc, , 119^  1188 (1921). 
^^ ?£ichaeies, Ann., 274 , 200-266 (1893) • See p. 201. 
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stirred. A precipitate isimediately formed "but tiie jsix-
ture "sras allowed to stand 72 hours, after Fliich it was treat­
ed in the cold «ith enough dilute hydrochloric acid to neu­
tralize it and dissolve the solid. 
The ether layer uas found to contain no appreciable amount 
of material, so the acid solution isras neutralized with sodim 
hydroxide, an intensely red oil resulting. This- oil, dissolv­
ed in ether and separated fron the "^ ater layer, iras dried over 
calcium chloride, and treated with hydrogen chloride. A 
greasy "srhite solid appeared, "sshich melted at 195® after 
crystalli2atic«i from acetone. 
Analysis: Vol hard for CI. 
Calcd. for CsHbSH^ S(=0) •0CsH4SF(CgHB)2-2HCl: CI, 21.5^ . 
Caled. for CsHelIH-S0CXJsH4H{CeH^ )3«HCl: 01, 12.16. Found: 
15.84. 
In another run, 7.0 gsi. (0,5 siole) thioigrl aniline and 
6 gin, (0.5 mole) dlethylasinoethanol "srere placed in a glass 
tube, the txibe sealed and all-owed to stand 5 months^  At the 
end of that time a small a320iint of -srhite solid had foraed. 
This solid melted •^ rith decomposition at 227°, was insoluble in 
ether, toluene, alcohol, acetone, ethyl acetate, and chloro­
form, very slightly soluble in 'sirater or i^ -drochloric acid. 
The sother liquors yielded an oil boiling at 110-130°/25 
rsa. This oil, in dry ether solution, "sfhen treated -with hy­
drogen chloride yielded a white solid, melting at 192<^  after 
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peciystallization from acetone. Mixed jselting point detersin-
ations •erith the solid from the first run proved the tm) solids 
identical. 
Evidently the desired ester cannot "be prepared "Ids? the two 
methods tried. 
/g-Siethylaainoethyl-I'i'benzovlgethane 
(CgHs ) sNCsHt- CH: ( COCgHg ) ^ 
A fixture composed of 22.4 ga. (0.1 Eole) of dibenzoyl-
methane {CeHBCO'CHgCOCeHs), arsi 25 S^ - (0.1 mole) of y?-di-
ethylaminoetbyl "broiaide bydrobroaide Tsas treated with 11.2 gsi. 
(0»2 sole) of potrdered potassium hydroside^  A vigorous re­
action resulted, so the flask tsas cooled and sloaken during 
the slow addition of the potassium hydroxide. After 2 hours 
standing, the liquid i^ s decanted and distilled, the main 
fraction coning over at 230-250°/3-5 It Tras found to "be 
unchanged difcenzoylnethane, and represented a 50 per cent re­
covery. 
The solid residue -was then dissolved in hydrochloric 
acid, the solution neutralized and extracted -^ith ether. The 
dried ether extract yielded a very small amount of "Sfhite sol­
id, when treated with hydrogen chloride. This solid "sras in­
soluble in acetone, "but melted sharply at ISC^  Trithout recrys-
tallization. It could not be identified. 
In a second run, 11.2 gm. (0.05 mole) of dibenzoylmeidiane 
rere treated with sodiias, in absolute alcohol. An equivalent 
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quantlty of ^  -dietbylaainoetbyl bromide hydrobromide was then 
added, and the tsrhole alloisred to stand one vreek» Since only a 
aaall amount of •white solid had precipitated, 0.05 sole of 
sodium ethylate was added, and the laixture allowed to stand 
another ceing occasionally shaken. The •shite solid was 
tiien filtered out and found to be sodium chloride, tsreight 4.5 
SQ. The alcohol solution 'vras then distilled, and the najor 
fraction collected at 230®/3C ai5» It was found to be unchang­
ed dibenzoylsethane, tfei^ t 4.5 gm., representing 82 per cent 
recovery. 
A third run, using the procedure just described gave 
similar results. Evidently the coispound desired cannot be 
prepared by these methods. 
 ^-DiethylaBinoethTl Chlorocarbonate 
ClC00C2H4H(CgH6)s 
A variation of -the method used by Hamilton and oohnson^ '®= 
for the preparation of ethyl chlorocarbonate (GlCOOCsHg) was 
used. 50 cc. of a 20 per cent toluene solution of carbonyl 
chloride (approximately 0.1 sole) -srere allowed to react ^ th 
11.7 gs. (0.1 mole) of/s *-dlethylaslnoethanol, being •crell 
stirred and cooled in the meantine. Dilute hydrochloric acid 
•^ Jas then added and the toluene layer discarded. The acid so­
lution -was Tfirashed \vith ether, znd then neutralized trlth sodi-
^^ Hanilton and Johnson, J. J-b. Ches. Soc., 1405 {1926). 
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U3 iaydroxide, but no identifiable products -srere secured. 
A duplicate run under carefully regulated anliydrous con­
ditions resulted in a like result. 
In a third run, ;3-diethylaainoethanol hydrochloride 'sfas 
used instead of ,?-diethylan!inoethanol. The sixture was heat­
ed to 60° for 12 hours, and then alloifed to stand 5 days. Ap-
proxiinately 75 per cent of the diethylaminoethanol hydrochlor­
ide «fas recovered, hut nothing else could be identified. 
In a fourth run 0.2 i2ole of ,fl-diethylaEinoethanol hydro­
chloride s&s sealed in a large bottle with approxiEately 0.2 
niole carbonyl chloride in toluene. After 2 months standing 
in the shade, examination showed t^ fo layers, the lovrer one 
containing crystals sielting at 211° after reciystallization 
fros acetone. 
Analysis; Yolhard for CI. 
Calcd. for ClC00e2H4H(C2H5)gt Cl, 16.42. 
Calcd. for ClCC)OCsRiN(CzHs)CI, 32.84. 
Calcd. for C=0(0G2H4K(C2E5)2)22HC1: CI, 21.52. Fc^ Ind: 24,04. 
An attempt to prepare from this product, the >»'-naphthol 
derivative mentioned by Zinhom and Rothlauf®® Tras unsuccess­
ful. Evidently then, /s-diethylaninoetbyl chlorcarbonate could 
not be prepared by the methods used. 
In order to check the purity of the carbonyl chloride solu-
®®Sinhom ana Hothlauf, Ann.. 362.. 257 (1911), 
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tion oenzyl chlorcarljonate^ ® T?as prepared. The yield indi­
cated the carfcoi^ l chloride solution to be bet-sreen 15 arid 20 
per cent strength, and to be reactive, 
B -DiethyIp*^  i noethvl-SiTPheCTl-Arsene 
{ Ggilg ) gASCgH^lfC CgHg ) g 
A Eixture eor-posed of 19-5 {0.1 mole) of diphenyl ar-
sene iiCe,Bs)z^ iME) and a slight excess of /?-dietbylsainoethyl 
bromide hydrobromide tpss placed in a closed flaslc. To this 
fixture ^ ras added 12 sss, (0.2mole) of powiered potassium hy­
droxide, a small amount at a tine. The flask vras Trell shaken 
after each addition, and uhen all the potassius hydroside had 
been added, TSFas alioired to stand 20 hours. The oilj- mass was 
t^ fice ifashed •srith ether, the solid discarded and the ether 
•washings shaken with dilute rgrdrochloric acid. The acid so­
lution isras then separated and neutralized Hith sodium hydrox­
ide, the resulting oil being dissolTed in ether and the two 
layers thus separated. From this ether solution 7 of an 
oil boiling at 210-220°/15-20 3iii. were secured. This oil con­
tained carbon, nitrogen, and arsenic, and iwhen treated islth. 
hydrogen cliloride fonsed an ether Insoluble solid. It ^ as 
foursi impossible to purify this solid so that it had a sharp 
melting point, or a constant one, even, so quantitative anal-
3«Thiele and Dent, Ann., 302, 257 (189S). 
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ysis t^ as not made. Attempts to purify the free base also 
failed* 5FG physiological tests were isade. 
Di~(H-Dietbylaminoethyl) Sulfite 
(( C;5iie,) aSCsHi ) « SG3 
Hixon and Allison^  ^have found that mar^  sodium alcohol-
ates reacted with thionyl chloride to give esters of sulfur-
ous acid; 
Acco3?dinsly 11.7 ga. (0.1 mole) of -diethylairinoethanol 
iras converted into the sodium derivative and treated -srith 25.0 
(G.2 Eole) of thionyl chloride, coolins be Ins necessary to 
control the vigorous reaction. The "White solid foraed during 
the course of the reaction turned "broisn on -srarEins to 27002 
temperature. A saisple of it turned to a water soluble, black, 
tarrj sass In 4 days. The solid was dissolved in ;sater,, wash­
ed with ether, and^  an excess of sodiUE hydroxide solution add­
ed. A very small amount of an oil boiling at 70°/l0 nis. -sas 
secured, which in ether solution, •vrith hydrogen chloride fora-
ed a solid, melting at 207° after recrystallization fros acet­
one. 
Analysis: Volhard for CI. 
Calcd. for {CqS^ )z i^CsKiCl''ECl: CI, 20,64. Pound: 20.54. 
Uone of the ether solutions contained any appreciable 
amounts of material, 
Kizon and Allison, J. An. Chem. Soc. , 48« 406-410 (1926). 
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A second run, usiisg 0.15 nole of sodiuis /^ -diiethylacir-o-
et'nylate and 0.1 mole of thionyi cJiloride, yielded 1.0 @n. 
i3-d.iet2:]yla23i2ioetbyl chloride hjdrociiloride but no di(Af-4ieth-
ylaminoethyl) sulfite, or any other identifial^ le product. 
Two checlE runs Ta-ere Hsde usins sodium ir-diethylajninop2?o-
pylate ((G2H5)2lfGHsCHsCHgONa) instead of sodium dietisylamino-
ethylate. About 50 per cent of the alcohol srs.s recovered un-
chaBged, but nothing else could be identified, 
X)i-.(/?~giethTlg2sinoeth7l) Sulfate 
( ( G gHs / ) SO4 
Sodiuia -dietbylaainoethylate ^ as prepared by treating 
23.4 (0.2 mole) of /^ ietnylaisinoethaiiol Trith sodium, in dry 
ether. I5hlle this solution vras being stirred and cooled, 15.5 
g2. (0.1 sole) of sulfuiyl chloride in dry ether was slo-^ rly 
f 
added. A ifhite solid forsedj which gradually turned a dai^  
broisn. After 5 hours tfater was added until all the solid "^ as 
dissolved. 
The ether layer yielded 5 S?i- (21 per cent) of J3f-diethyl-
aminoethanol. The -^ a^ter layer which was allialine In reaction 
"!Tas treated ^ ith excess sodium hydroxide, but yielded no iden­
tifiable product. The ifater solution v^ as then neutralized 
with hydrochloric acid, evaporated to dryness and extracted 
i^th chloroforE, yielding 7 gm. of/^ ietliylESiinoethancl hydro­
chloride. The total amount of recovered /^ -diethylaninoethanol 
was 40 per cent. Ho other identifiable products -svere found. 
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A second run^  using 1 equivalent of sulfuiyl chloride in 
excess gave no identifiable products and no recovered ^ s^ -dieth-
ylaminoethanol* 
A check run using 1 equivalent of sodium y-diethylamino-
propylate aiscL 1 equivalent sulfuryl chloride resulted in 58 
per cent of the alcohol used heing recovered. 
Using another jnethod, 15 (0.05 nole) of silver sul­
fate iffere stirred violently ^ ith an equivalent amount of 
freshly prepared /'--^ ethylaminoetliyl "brcsnide. Apparently no 
reaction too^  place, and 50 per cent of the silver sulfate 
•Kas recovered unchanged. A siaall sHount of unidentified sol­
id, Eel ting at 121°, and ccntaining nitrosen hut no sulfur, 
crystallised froQ the ether solution. Complete evaporation 
of the ether gave an intractahle tarry mass, spiae of vrhich 
ms char, and the rest tar. 
Evidently di-(i -^diethylaninoethyl) sulfate cannot be pre­
pared by the %~o isethods tried. 
!i?ri-(j3-5ieth7laainoethvl) ?hosr?hite 
((CcHS)35?C2H4)3?03 
Sodiua ^ -diethylaHinoetbylate was prepared by treating 
5^  (0.3 sole) of A'-diethylai3inoethanol in dry etijer solu­
tion •vrith the equivalent quantity of metallic sodium. To this 
solution, iffhile being cooled and stirred, -jras added an ether 
solution containing 55 gs. (0.36 sole) of phosphorus trichlor­
ide. A f7hite precipitate "Krhich quickly turned yello"??, ^ was 
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formed. After 5 days standing, enou^  -^ ater was added to 
dissolve the solid, and the two layers so formed, separated. 
Sodium acetate 'was added to the t?ater solution until an 
alkaline reaction -sras secured, and the oil formed dissolved 
in ether. This oil proved to "be ;S-diethylaminoethyl chloride, 
"boiling at 148®/T59 22m» The amount secured represented a 
yield of,29 per cent. 
Ho identifiable products could "be secured frosi any of the 
other portions of the reaction mixture* 
This experiment tsas repeated several times, as described 
under the preparation of -^diethylsjsinoethyl chloride. No 
tri-(j8-dietbyl3ninoethyl) phosphite tras secured in any case* 
Evidently the yS-diethylaninoethyl esters of sulfurous, sulfur­
ic, and phosphorous acids cannot he prepared by Hixon and 
Allison's sethod®^ . 
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Analytical Methods 
Unless otherwise specified, the Volhard method for 
quantitative deterHination of ionizable chlorine -Kas used» 
Except for one or two analyses on cc«2pounds containing sul­
fur, the end point tras sharp and distinct. 
To check its accuracy under the conditions to be used, 
analyses on knof^ n pure compounds were made. 
Analysis; ITolhard for CI. 
Calcd, for (CsH^ sSK'HCl: Gl, 52»58. PouTxd: 32.32. 
Calcd. for (C2H5)sKC2H40H-HCl: CI, 25.12. Found; 25.20, 
No difficulty was experienced in checlting duplicate 
analyses, or allquots rhere aliouots were used, usually iJith­
in 0.1 of one per cent. 
As a further check on the validity of the sethod used, 
the follovTins halogen detenainations "by the Carius cethod 
•s?ere nade. 
Analysis; Carius for 01. 
Calcd. for A'-CioH7COOC2E4iI(C2He)2-HCl; CI, 11.53. Found: 11.39. 




Bj Pr, L, Itowe of Parke, IJavis and Compaziy, 
Detroit, IJicMsan-
HaT:>bit Gomea Method for Testing 
Local Anesthetic Action 
I. (COH«)^HCOILL.CH»CCCOCOHN)<I : 
6-22-27: 0^ 2 cc. of a 5 per cent solution instilled 
into right eye of srisj rabbit at 2:59 p.si. At 5:00 tSie2?e 
a^s complete anesthesia. Tests were made at 5^ 05, 3:125 3:17 
3:22, 3:26, 3:51» 3:35? 3'^ 0, 4:0C, 4:2G, and 4:30 p.n. 
Anesthesia "H'as still complete at 4:3^ . The solution was ir­
ritant, 
6-24-27: 0.2 cc, of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to right eye of bro^  ^rabbit at 2:51 p.ni. At 2t53» since no 
anesthesia •sas apparent, 0.2 ca» of the sssg solution -ffas 
added. Anesthesia resulted at 2:54. Tests were laade at 2:59, 
3:07, 3:12, 3:17> 3:22, 3:27, and 3:33 p.si. Sensation had 
returned at 3:37 p.s, 
6-25-27: 0.2 cc. of a 1 per cent solution instilled in­
to right eye of gray rabbit at 2:27. There was no anesthesia 
at 2:27, 2:28, 2:30, P»2:. There -^ as anesthesia when tested 
at 2:3S, 2:49 and 3:00. Sensation had returned at 3:01 p.-. 
6-27-27: 0,2 cc, of an old 1 per cent solution instill­
ed in left eye of bro^ x rabbit, at 11:22 a.s. There was no 
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effect at 11:23. Another 0.2 cc. vras added at 11:24. No 
effect was noticeable at 11:25 a.m. 
6-28-27: 0.2 cc. of a 1 per cent solution instilled in­
to eye of oroisn rabbit at 9-36 a.m. There -was no effect at 
9:37, so an additional 0.2 cc. isas instilled. Ho effect had 
resulted at 9:33. 
1-16-28: A 4 per cent solution of hydrochloride salt 
instilled in rabbit's eye -srith no effect. Frog sensory nerve 
method shoTffed no effect. IThe solution Tsas less than 10 per 
cent as active as cocaine. 
II. C^ H^ (GO)^ NC^ Hd.N(Gi,HH)^ -HGl : 
6—22—27' 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of red rabbit at 1:50 p.a. There •wae no effect 
at 1:31, 1:32, or 1:33 p.a. The solution T7as inactive . 
III. CaB5gH=C5GOOCaIuH(GftHK)g : 
6-22-27: 0,2 cc. of a 5 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of gray rabbit at 3-02 p.m. At 3^ 03 anesthesia 
"sfas complete. Still anesthetized Tshen tested at 3210, 3:15, 
3:20 , 3:25, 3:39 , 3:35 , 3:40, 3:45, 4:00, 4:20 and 4:30 p.m. 
The solution -sras irritating. 
6-2^ -27: 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of bro^  rabbit at 3:01. Anesthetized at 3:02, 
3:06, 3:11, and 3:16 p.m. Sensation had returned at 3:21. 
6-25-27: 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of gray rabbit at 2:35 p.m. There TTas no effect 
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at 2:36. toesthetized at 2:57, 2:40 and 2:49 p.a. Sensation 
had returned at 2:55 P«2i» 
6-27-27: 0«2 cc. of a 1 per cent solution instilled inr-
to left eye of "broTO rabbit at 9t40 a.m. Slight anesthesia at 
at 9s4i, and complete anesthesia at 9:46,* 9:56 a.a. 
6-27-27: 0,2 cc. of a 1 per cent solution instilled in­
to right eye of broim rabbit at 11:15 a.ia. There was no ef­
fect at 11:16 and 11:1S. 0,2 cc. more instilled at 11:18. 
Taere -was no effect at 11:19. An old solution used in this 
test and found very irritant, 
1-16-27: 4 per cent solution of the iyrdrochloride salt 
instilled In eye of rabbit. A sli^ t anesthesia xjas produced. 
With the frog sensory nerve method, there tras no effect in 4 
per cent solution, This local anesthetic *?as slightly more 
than 10 per cent as effective as cocaine. 
IV. o^ —C t nHy COOGRHA.3?( CgHR } !=>* nCl: 
6-21-27: 0.2 cc* of a 2 per cent solution instilled at 
5:17 p.m. There was complete anesthesia at 3:18 and 3:23 p.sj. 
n^sation returned at 5:51 p.;-';. Duration-10 minutes. 
6-20-27: 0.2 cc, of a. 2 pej? cent solution instilled at 
1:22 p. 13, There ••^ s.s complete anesthesia at 1:25 and 1:28, 
Sensation returned at 1:54 p.m. Duration - 10 sinutes, 
V. /i -C,nH,COOC.H.I?(C.H>.)^ ;HCl : 
6-20-27: 0.2 cc, of a 2 per cent solution instilled at 
5:21 p.E. Anesthesia was complete at 5:22, 5:27, Sensation 
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"began to return at 5:52 and had entirely returned at 5:57 p-e. 
3?uration - 10 to 15 minutes, 
6'>20~27s 0.2 ce» of a 2 per cent solution instilled at 
1:19 p.n. There was complete anesthesia at 1:20, 1?26. Sen­
sation retu2?ned at 1:5^  p. si. Duration - 10 to 15 Binutes. 
TE. a^ HsH'(CHn)-C^ £iS(CoH«),^ >2HCl : 
6-22-27; 0.2 cc of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eve of Tfhite ral^ bit at 2:5^  p.E. There TTas no effect 
at 2:55 or 2:56 p.m. The solution -szas irritating. 
VII. GftnK0C5>ju.lj?( CftHg) a* HCl: 
6-22-27: 0.2 ce. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to rl^ t eye of »hite rabbit at 2:29 p.E. There "sas no ef­
fect at 2:50 , 2:52. The solution -was irritatizlg. It had a 
noticeable effect on the human tongue. 
Yin, ^-CHr.^ C^ EUSC,,5UI?(CpH^ )ft»HCl : 
6-21-27: 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to eje of rabbit at 10:59 a.is^  kinesthesia "ff^ s complete at 
10r40. Sensation had returned at 10:45 a,s. The solution '?5s.s 
quite irritant. 
6-21-27: 0.2 cc, of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of rabbit at 1:56 p.n. Anesthesia Has conplete at 
1:57, 2:02 and 2:07. Sensation had returned at 2:12 p.H. The 
solution was sli-shtly irritating. 
6-21-27: 0,2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of rabbit at 2:55 P-21. Anesthesia was complete at 




6-'2g-»27£ 0*2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution Instilled in­
to right eye of red rabtJit at 1:22 p.s. There "aas no effect 
at 1:23 sjid. 1:26 p,2i» 
X. C^H^'S[H*CC=S)'OC^iLLH(Ci,H„),^«HCl : 
6-21-27= 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to risiat eye of rabbit at 1:50 p*i2. !l^ re "^ as complete anes­
thesia at 1:51, 1:55, 2:00, 2:07 and 2:10. Sensation had re­
turned at 2:15 P»hi, 
6-21-27: 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to risJit ^ e of rabbit at 10:36 a.m. Anesthesia 'Cfas complete 
at 10:57, 10:41 and 10:46. Sensation ha«i returned at 10:51 a.m. 
6-21-27t 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to right eye of rabbit at 2:52 p.n. There -sss cossplete anes­
thesia at 2:53, 2:57, 3:02 and 3:07. Sensation had returned 
at 3:12 p.n. The solution -eas irritant. 
Ai.. (C gHg} {>^ og5<i.3r* : 
6-21-27: 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled i3s-
to right eye of rabbit at 3-26. There was no effect at 3i27 
and 3:28 p.m. The solution was irritant. 
XII. (OoH^ )^ I^ H^:^ C1>HG1 : 
6-21-27: 0.2 cc. of a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of rabbit at 3:29 p.s. Sli^ t anesthesia at 3530, 
Sensation had completely returned at 3j33» The solution •5?as 
irritant. 
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XIII. (C^ H.^ )o2IH«ECl ; 
6-25-27r G.2 cc, cf a 2 per cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of -srhite ra'cMt at 4:55 p-si. There was anesthesia 
at 4:36, Sensation had retximed at 4:41. p.m. !?he2?€ 7^as no 
sensation on the tongue or TJh^  injected* 
0,2 cc* of a 2 per- cent solution instilled in­
to left eye of broipn 3?£bbit at 4:52 p.m. There was cosplete 
anesthesia at 4:55, 4:53, 4:42, 4:4?, 4:52 and 4:55 p.m. Sen­
sation had not returned ^ en test had to be ended. Duration -
at least 25, ainutes* 
6-25-27: 0-2 cc. of a 1 per cent solution instilled in­
to right eye of blue rabbit at 10:16 a.n. Anesthesia "sras com­
plete at 10:17, 10:22 and 10:59. Sensation had returned at 
11:00 aizn. Duration - 44 Hinutes* There "^ fas r^ o anesthesia on 
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Cocaine has been selected arbitrarily as a standard and given a 
value of 10. The ratings given in the last coliis-n of the pre­
ceding table "trere. determined by coEparing the duration time iTith 
that of a solution of cocaine hydrochloride of like concentration. 
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DISCUSSIOH OF HESULTS 
Qrea.t care Eust. "be taken in a discussion of the relation­
ship of cheaical constitution to physiological action. Even 
sore caution aust "be e:iercised in the interpretation of the re­
sults of experiments dealing -srlth this relationship. As an il­
lustration of the far-reaching effect that coaparatively minor 
changes in cheisical constitution nay have on physiological ac­
tion, the folloKing ezan-ples are given. 
ilatural cocaine has the folloTfing structure: 




It has a sarSred local anesthetic action. ®<^ -Cocalne, •?rith 
the follovfing structure has no such action: 
CHs-CH CHs 
• *  ^ O^CCHs 
KCHs 
' J ^OCOGSHG 
Cx* 
A third substance, X-eucaine, resemhling«<-cocaine more 
than it does cocaine, has marked local anesthetic action: 
(CH3)S:C CHs 
' • XOC-CHa 
HCH3 
»  ^ C^OCeHs 
( Ciis ) 2 -.C 
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g>ie Effect of Ifeisaturatiozi on Local 
Anesthetic Action 
3a Kassa has demonstrated that corapoimds of the procaine 
type shOTsred local anesthetic action when the carhonyl group 
of the ester "ssas attached to an atom t^ t was a ses^ ser of an 
xjnsaturated giroup. Gilnan and Pickens* showed that this "sras 
also true when the carbonyl group was attached to arcxaatic 
nuclei other than benzene* CJilman, Heckert and McCracken*® 
have shoisn that local anesthetic action persisted i^ en the 
carbonyl group of the ester T^ as attached to unsaturated ali­
phatic radicals*. Conipotinds containing the ethylenic linkage 
(SgCsCH-) axsd the trichlorometl^ l (ClsG-) group Tsrere tested, 
This present "srork extends the investigation to other unsatur­
ated groups, and to the unsaturated atoss, trivalent nitrogen, 
divalent osygen, and divalent sulfur^ .^ Unsaturated groups 
GOEi^ rising a part of the phanaacaphore itself also caused in­
creased local anesthetic action^  
Use will be laade later of the ter^  'degree of unsatura-
tion'w Little definite infonaation is available concerning 
the extent to -jrhich thgre is a variation in the unsaturation 
J. JE- Cbesi. Soc., 1050 (1920). 
Q^-jilman, Heckert and McCracken, J. Am-. Chea» Soc. , 50« 437 
(1928). 
4ipor a cosnpi^ ensiTO discussion of unsaturation, and types 
of imsatuisted groups, see Ste-ra-z^ 's "Recent Advances in 
Organic Cheiaistiy" (Longmans, Green and Gonnargr, 1927) 
I, 30T-5ia. 
'^ '^ See section on 'Effect of the Etiiylene G-roup', p, 54. 
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of the groups called 'unsaturated' *2,, That such a Tariatlon 
exists is sho-vm ty the fact that certain groups react as 
though unsaturated toward one reagent, and quite saturated to­
ward another*^ ®,although this second reagent say react quite 
readily ^ ith another 'unsaturated' S2?oup* As an illustration 
of this, bromine adds quite 2?eadily to the double bonds in eth­
ylene, but not at all to those of benisene. Apparently, the de­
gree of unsaturation of the ester sproxi-p "s?as increased by the 
substitution of divalent sulfur for divalent o^ cygen in the car-
bonyl s^ o^up"^ , because increased local anesthetic action re-
sulted» Sulfur probably is sore unsa,turated -Bhen divalent, 
than is oxygen, for the co3iiT>ounds of tetravalent sulfur are 
sore stable than those of tetravalent o^ qj-gen^  ®. . Compounds of 
hexavalent sulfur are even nore stable, ^ hile heravalent 03^ -
sen is unkno"sn, 
A discussion of the theories^ s,'^ '^  of physiological action 
•iSvorlSnder, Ann», 320 « 66 {1902) » See also YorlSnder, Ber, . 
54, 1633 T19OI). 
"^ "^ See section on "The Thion Ester Group", p» 65. 
®^OxoniuEi Compounds, Collie and TicSile, J. Ches> Soc,, 75, 
710 (i899") > Ba^ er and Villager, Ber,, 34.. 2679 CI901T» 
"^ 6A discussion of the various theories of physiological action 
isay be found in such books as Fi'Snkels "Die Arzneimittel-
synthese" (Springer, i92i) 10-42, or Hays "Chemistry of 
Synthetic Drugs" (Longmans, CJreen and COc, 1921) 1, 16, 36. 
For some later developments, see also L'eyer and Bullroth, 
Z. Phvs> Cheg. 112, 55-79 (1921), C.A., 1^ , 2925 (1921). 
YuHiikura, Biochem. Z., 1^ , 359-70 (1925). 
Koreau, Chemi, Revieirs ^ 212I90. 
Traube and Elein, Biochem. 2», 120. 111-24 (1921). 
Copeland and Notton, Brit. Med. Jw, 1925 . 547-
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is out of place in this dissertationi It is desirable koi?-
ever to call attention to one sucb. theory ^ h^ich may have a di-
rect bearing on the results of -Siis research;. Mathews has 
suggested that a union between the nerve tissue and the mole­
cule of a local anesthetic Tsas brou^ t about by seans of re­
sidual valencies smeiifeere in the aolecule of the compound. 
The Effect of Unsaturated Groups 
The Effect of the Sster GrouT): 
Maiy of the ccsapoxinds kno"5n to ^ ve local anesthetic ac­
tion ha.ve sose'^ ere in the molecule, an ester group. In cos-
pounds of the procaine type, this ester ^ roup links the phar-
siacaphoz^  to the remainder of the aolecule. IChe presence of 
this ester group certainly aids local anesthetic action, as a 
consideration of the following coinpounds shCFFS. 
 ^—Diethylaminoethyl phenyl-"^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ®^^  ^{(Cg^ H5)s^ C2H400C* 
HH-CsHg) and s-diethylaEiaoetbyl pheayliaethyl-urethane 
((egH5>s5^ C2H400G«H«CHs«CsEs) both sho-ered local anesthetic ac­
tion. A compound corresponding to the latter, but ""nfithout the 
ester group (CeHBK-CH3iC2H45i{CsH6)2) did not show local 
anesthetic action. 
'^ M^athe^ s, Intern. physilc. ches« Biol., 1, 433-49 (1914), 
£.A., gQ4Q flQ16). J.. Ghea . 3oc . 108, 1G6 (1915) « 
"^^roBiherz, Arch, 5xpv Path. Pha^a^ol., 76 , 266 (1914) . 
^^Farb. Merster, Djtcius and. Brunning, Ges. 272529, Apr. 3 
(1914), Chea. Zentg., 1, 1534 (1914). 
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On the otiier haisd, the presence of the ester group is 
not essential to the property of local anesthetic action. 
Benzyl alcohol has local anesthetic action-®, as does holo-
eal:ie=" ,,K-CSH»^ COSHB J 
S^H'CeH^ 'OCsHci and certain of its derivatives. 
Diethylaisine iS-diethylaminoethanol ((CgH6)8 
NCgHtfiOH), and M-^ ethylaminoethyl p-tolyl sulfide 
OsH4SCgH<^ lI(C8He)s) > prepared and tested in this research, all 
shoT^ ed marked local anesthetic action^ "* i 
Tt?o explanations for the influence of the ester group on 
local anesthetic action may "be offeredi The first of these 
is in accord Tsrxth the results obtained in investigating the 
effect of the other unsaturated groups^ ''. 
The ester group (C(:0)*O.R) contains the unsaturated 
carboi^ l group (GiG)"^ *^ The pharsacaphore (H) is attach^  to 
the carbon aton of this group "by divalent oaygen, an iinsatur-
ated atcsi. Taken as a iKhole, the ester ^ roxxp possesses a 
certain degree of unsatu2?ation. As will be shown later., un­
saturated atoffig, or groups attached to the pharaiacaphore in­
creases local anesthetic action^2. if this be strictly true, 
all esters containing pharaacaphore groups should show local 
eoHill and Babinowitz, J- As. Cheis. Soc., 48, 752-737 (1926.) 
Hill and Cox, Chem. Soc.. 4S> 321^ 7 1926. 
®^ ?he2^ 1ethylainine "Shows local anesthetic action, Abelin, 
Biochea. Z., l4l, 453-70 (1925). 
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anesthetic action. Kanm^  ^has sho-sm this is not the case, 
for he foxind that the car^ >onyl group of the ester isust he at­
tached to an unsaturated atrai, if the coiapound shows local 
anesthetic action^  It may be that the ester group alone does 
not possess a sufficient degree of unsaturation to cause this 
effect. When attached to an unsaturated atom or how­
ever, this degree of unsaturation may be increased to such an 
intensity that local anesthetic action results-^  If this is 
the case, a part of 'ttie function of the neighboring unsattir-
ated group may be to Increase the degree of unsaturation of 
the ester group. 
Such an action is not unknoim, because various xmsatur-
ated groups in the same molecule do effect each others ac­
tivity to a certain extent®®. IThis is especially true irhen 
the unsaturated groups are ari^ inged in the so-called conju­
gated manner. The presence of tm) ester groups in the same 
molecule mi^ t then cause an increase in local anesthetic ac­
tion. This T^ as not the case with the compounds tested^ "*. 
The literature furnishes conflicting data®® so a definite 
conclusion can hardly be dra^ Jii. 
ssThiele, Ann.. 306, 87-170 (1399); Posner, Ber., 24, 1395 
(1901), 15, 799 <19025, 4305 (1903), 646 (1905), 
39-. 3515 V1906), 218 (1907); Posner and 0pT5€rman, 
Ber., 39, 5705 (I906), Blaise, Bull, soc. chim. Ill, 33.. 
42 (1905). 
sapyinan, £. Chem. Sge., 21, 1793-1307 (190S). 
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An example of the effect of tncreasing the degree of un-
saturation of the ester group is furnished by the behavior of 
jj-dietiQrlaminoethyl phenylthionurethane (CsHgKHC(=S)0GaH4S 
(CgHc)2) This compound shoTss an inc2?ease in local anes­
thetic action over the corresponding couipound without the sul­
fur^  Substitution of sulfur for the carbonyl oxygen should 
render the ester group more unsatu3ra,ted, for sulfur is acre 
unsaturated than oxygen^  
The second explanation of the influence of the ester 
group is offered because of the surprising local anesthetic 
action of i3 -diethylaminoethanol ((CeHe)s^ G8S4,0S)) This 
cospound, tested as the i^ drochloride salt, had a cocaine co­
efficient of 8,5 to 13.6 by the rabbit cornea laethod, al-
thou^  inactive Trhen injected* The free ^ -diethylaainoethan-
ol -ass very active, 
Ssters hyd3?olyze quite readily to give the alcohol az2d 
the acid froa »5hich they -erere originally forsed. Since vS-di-
ethylaninoethanol Tras found to be so active, possibly esters, 
and other physiologically active coiapounds containing the 
pharnacaphore ((CgHsysKCaH*-) hydrolyze to give the asinoal-
cohol in the free state. 
Copeland and Hotton^  state that the effect of a local 
anesthetic is due to the selective affinity of its free base 
for nerve fibrils. They base this conclusion on the behavior 
of the borocaines, ^ &ich are borate salts of anesthetics of 
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the procaine type. The conclusion is fui^ ther supported ty 
the fact that local anesthetics as free bases^ "^  are much more 
effective than the strong acid salts of the same compounds. 
The idea of a hydrolysis of the ester to give free ys-di-
ethylaminoethanol which Is physiolosically active, seems a 
logical extension of this reasoning, 
A comparison of the effects of dl-CyS-dlethylasinoethyl) 
diphenate (CsHACGOCsHiSCGgHc)^ ) 
(! 
(C5H4-C00CgH4,S(CgH5)s) and diethyl -diethyl-
aainoethyl malonate ((CsEeJ^ CsB^ 'QE* (COOCqEs)q) seems to sup­
port the theory of a hydrolysis to free -diethylaminoethanol. 
The first of these coiripounds ^ en in;5ected as a 0.05 per cent 
solution of the hydrochloride salt produced local anesthesia 
for 5 to 10 minutes* The second conpoursd, as a 4 per cent 
solution of the hydrochloride salt Tra.E l22a-ctlve the rabljlt 
comes method. The ester groups of this latter compouiid can­
not hydrolase to give ^ -diethylaainoethanol. 
sa 
If hydrolysis of the ester does take place, the basicity 
of the aminoalcohol used to esterify the ear'bo3syl group at 
once "beeoiiies an important factor in that it -srill influence 
the rate of hydrolysis. 
It is fully realized that there are zany objections to 
the idea that hydrolysis of esters frees an aminoalcohol 
•^^ Roberts and Johnson, J, Ghem. Sgc., 1396-1402 (1925). 
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wiiicb. has local aiaesthetic action. The local anesthetic 
action of many coinpounds haTing ester groups^ ® in the niole-
cxile cannot at present "be e^ p^lained on this "basis. On the 
other hand sany compounds \7hich should readily hydrolyze®® 
to give iS-diethylaminoethanol, show no local anesthetic ac­
tion. Still other ccsiponnds showing local anesthetic action, 
yield only inactive products on l^ drolysis^ ®^  However, in 
vieTT of the evidence presented, partially supported as it is 
hy the results of other investigators®^  , it is felt that 
the idea is Taorthy of some consideration. 
iSiether or not the suggestion sade is of value, i^ drcly-
sis of some sort prohahly is a factor in the local anesthetic 
action®® of certain compounds. Adams and Tliet®® found that 
decreasing the hydrogen ion concentration of the solution used 
caused an increase in local anesthetic action. Begnier and 
David"^  ^claim this increased action is not due to hydrolysis 
of the anesthetic, "but due to the action of the hydi^ ozyl ion 
Jensen and Hirschfelder, J. Phazaacol. 24 423-48 (1925). 
rTielsen and Higgins, J. iSb. Clin. Med. X, 1 (1922). 
Vol"s?iler and Vliet, J. /in. Chec. Soc., 1672 (1921). 
Schonle and Rg\?, i"bid. 361 (1921). 
Hegnier, Cosnt. i^ nd. soc. blol., £2, 605-S (1925), £.A., 
12, 1904-5 (192517" 
ssAdans and Vliet, J. Ch^ . Soc. 48 . 2158 (1926). 
See also, G-ros. Arch, exp. Path. Pharaalsol.. 63* 80 (1910^ , 
•ibid. 67, 127, 130 (1912). 
•^ 7Re??nier and David, Bull, sci. TDharnacol.. 32, 513-522 
ri925), 20, 5^ (19^ ). »  ^^  
See also, Regnier, Bull, sci. pharsacol., 32. 405-12 
(1925), C.A,, 3000 (1925). 
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on ttie cell acted upon "iyj tiie anesthetic. The cell is some­
how made more receptive, "but not necessarily "by decreased sur­
face tension. 
The Effect of the Carbonyl Group: 
The introduction of a carboi^ l (C:0) group into the mole­
cule of a compound showing local anesthetic action should in-
j crease this action^  since it is an unsaturated group^ .^ Ac-
I sS 
cording to Seach. and Hill the ketonic carborgrl group con­
fers hsrpnotic action. The carbonyl group is present in the 
ester group (-e:0*-OH), "but it is iapossi'ble to detenaine tiie 
extent to 'which local anesthetic action is influenced tgr tl^  
carbonyl group alone, in this connection. Undoubtedly its de­
gree of unsaturation does determine to some extent the influ-
J ence of the ester grouping previously discussed, as is sho-sn 
1 
I tjy the substitution of a acre unsaturated grouping (-CsS) for 
I it""^ , in vieiy of tbe facts shoTsn by this research, but little 
j li^ t can be thrown on the subject. In ^ -diethylaainoethyl 
I TDhthaliaide®® (^ G=0 
([ J>HC2H4N(C2H5)8) 
(\/o=0 two carbonyl groups are 
present. The compound did not sh.ow local anesthetic action. 
Ethyl >-diethylaminoethylaceto-acetate^ ® (CH3C:OCH-
i iC^E^)•qCOOCqE^) has local anesthetic action and there is one 
i j 
i carbonyl group in its soleeule, besides the one in the ester 
j 
•^ K^ea-ch and Hillj J, Cheas. Soc., 4^  2745-5 (i926) . 
groiip. TTaetiEier or not the physlolosical action of this coi>-
pound is due to this carborgrl sroup, or to some other group, 
or to the general aafce-up of the molecule, can hardly be dis­
tinguished, ThB saae is true of most other cc«2pounds describ­
ed in the literature. Fi'ankel and Comelius"^  ^have prepai^ d 
/J-t^ d-roxy-l-ethyl benzamid {CgSBCCSKGEaCHsOK) and two other com­
pounds in which the h^ drox^ l group formed esters -syith 22- and 
p-aninobenzoic acids, Ilone of these compoimds showed local 
anesthetic action. 
Evidence concei^ iing the effect of carbonyl groups was 
found to be inconclusive. It Tfas believed that the inactivity 
of A-diethylaminoetfcci'- phthaliznide was due to some factor 
other than the presence of the two carborQ^ l groups:, !Phe pres­
ence of a carbor^ l g3?oup attached directly to a pharaacaphore 
should have the saise effect as the presence of other un­
saturated group or atoa in a like position. 
The Effect of the Ethylene (rroup: 
The effect of unsaturation on local anesthetic action is 
most marked ^ hen the unsaturated linkage is made a part of the 
pharrsacaphore^ . This has been shown by V, Braun and Brauns-
6 it dorf ivho replaced one of the ethyl groups in the pharmaca-
phore of procaine 'srith allyl and cinnamyl groups. PCajmn and 
^^ Frankel and Cornelius, 3er,, 51, 1654-62 {i9i8). 
®®S€e Section on "Effect of Nitrogen in i^ jnino and Isido Groups'Vp.S' 
Braun and Braunsdorf, . Ber., 54B, 2081-38 (1921), £. A., 
16, 1084 (1922), See also, V. Braun and Sohler, Ber.. 
51, 79-96 (1918). 
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Yol^ riler®® haTe prepared the dl-allyl analogues of "both pro­
caine and "butyn, and have foijjnd increased local anesthetic 
action in "both cases. A part of this increased action nay 
be attributed to an increase in nolecular ^ ishf^ ®. 
Under certain conditions the effect of xmsaturation 
takes a surprising turn* Adams and Barnes®® found p-amino-
"benzoyl-ir-hydi'osypropyl pyridonium "bronide 
CH=CEv 
{p-^Hs- CsHtCOcCgHe-]?; ,CH) 
EBr to "be physiolog­
ically inactire tirhile the corresponding saturated compound 
(p-KHs'CeHjtCOsCaH^ -Hx CRq'BBt) is 8 times as ac-
tive as piocaine. Gilsian and Pickens'^  noticed the saae sort 
of behavior "^ th i^ '-diethylaainoethyl phenylpropiolate 
(CgHsC=C-CCGGsH4U(C2He)s) which should have had a strong 
local anesthetic action, but produced ^  intense pain instead. 
Eanmr^  ^has indicated the apparent necessity for the car-
bonyl group of an ester being attached to an un^ turated atom 
or group®-, if the compound is to have local anesthetic ac­
tion. G-ilaan and Pickens"^  and later, G-ilman, Heckert and 
Siccracken^ ® have shown this to be true in cases "shere the iin-
-^Zaimn and Vol^ ler, U,S. 1588575, Aug. 23 (1922) ^ G,A., 16, 
990 (1922). — 
®®AdaEis and Barnes, Ja. Chest. Soc., 4^ , 1508-25 (1927). 
®^ See Pynan, ±. Ches. Soc. , 111. 167, 1119 (1917). 
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saturated aton or group vras attached to either an aromatic or 
an aliphatic radical. This Tffoii extended the investigation 
still further, and corroborated the results previously obtain­
ed, -^Diethylaainoethyl /?-ethylacrylate (CsHsCH^ GHGOOC^ EtK 
(CcHs)s) "Sfas prepared and found to have a cocaine coefficient 
of 6.6 as a free base and 1.0 as the hydrochloride salt^ "^ . 
gonclusion; 
The unsaturated groups^  -C{:0) *0H, =C;C, and -HCrCH-, 
have been studied "with a vie?? to detersine the effect they 
have on local anesthetic action. It has been concluded that 
the effect of the first of these iras due either to its degree 
of unsaturation, or to a ready oydrolysis which frees the 
aiainoalcohol with '^ hich the group has. been esterif ied. This 
aainoalcohol has been shomi to have lo.cal anesthetic action 
to a laariced degree^ -*^ . 
Concerning .the effect of the second group, the carboi^ l, 
I little direct evidence was available. In the coiapouzKis stud-
! 
j ied it was found impossible to reach argr definite conclusions. 
i ( 
The third group, •shich contains the ethylenic linkage, 
•®fas found to have an effect cozifirising the conclusions of 
! 
j CrilBan and Pickens"^ , Sam^ *^  and (rilnan, Hecliert and HcCracken^ * 
j 
I Unsaturated groups of this type increase physiological action 
I "isrhen a paz^ t of the phazGaeaphore, or -^ hen attached to the car-
i 
 ^ borigrl group of an ester group laolding a pharraacaphore. 
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The Effect of Unsaturated Atoas 
As has "been Indicated "by the preceding discussions, 
local anesthetic action results when the pharmacaphGre is at­
tached to an atom which is a aenber of an unsaturated grov^ ). 
This section of the present TFork was an attempt to detei^ aine 
whether or not this property continued to exist ^ ?hen the 
pharaacaphore ^ as attached to an atom "jrhich nay "be considered 
as unsaturated^ .^ 
To this end, the ^ -dietbylaninoethyl group tfas attached 
to trivalent nitrogen, divalent osygen, and divalent and hexa-
valent sulfur. iVLl these di- and trivalent atoms are capable 
of shoeing higher valences"*^  ^
The Effect of Nitrogen in 
&w1nfv a-nd Ti=n->do (xrouDs; 
IThe presence of ttfo nitrogen atoms in a aolecule of a 
compound shearing local anesthetic action is not at all unusual. 
Ordinarily one of these nitrogen atoiss is present in the pha2>> 
nacaphore, really being the nucleus of that group. The other 
i i nitrogen atom nay be far removed fTom the first, as in the 
I 
j 
' case of procaine, or it may be quite near, as in the case of 
•'f-f t 
, ^ -diethylaninoethyl pheiiyl-methyl-urethane ' (CgHsNCCHs) 
C00CgH4H(CgH5)s). Apparently, the presence of the second ni­
trogen atosi -sfhich is usually trivalent, increases local an­
esthetic action^ . It may serve as an anchoring group, or 
X)ossibly as a secondary pharmacaphore. In the case of the 
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esters of dietiiyl carbamic acid /CH3 
( (CsHs) sNCOO-C-CHsNC CH3 ) c) 
prepaj^  "by Hiedel^ ® the second nitrogen atoa undoubtedly 
served as the unsaturated atom to "Sfhich the carboig-l group of 
the ester should "be attached in order to show local anesthetic 
action^ '^ . 
In view of these facts, the action of ;»-dieth3rla22inoethyl 
aethylaniline iC^ Es^ iGEQ)CsE4^ EiC^ E^ )s) Tsas surprising. This 
compound showed no local anesthetic action isuhatever^ --*. This 
behavior may have Ijeen due to the absence of an ester group, 
althou^  this should not have 'been the case since j(?-diethyl-
asinoethyl p-tolyl sulfide, (p-eH3*C^ H4SCsH4lI(CaH5)B) and 
/J-diethylaminoethyl phenyl ether 'ooth 
showed local anesthetic action^ "*. 
A sore logical conclusion "^ uld "be that neither of the 
nitrogen atoms "sias unsaturated, for analysis of the iaydro-
chloride salt of this compound (as ^ ich it •eras tested) shOT?-
I j ed that a di-hydrochloride®® had "been formed. If this con-
i 
! elusion is correct, it offers a striking example of the ef-
( 
I feet of unsaturated and saturated atoas on local anesthetic 
I action, I 
! 
i A thii^  possibility is that the relative positions of 
] 
I the tTffo nitrogen atoms causes this result. This conclusion 
i ( I - _ 
i Riedel, Ger., 169787, Aoril 2 (1SK)6), Chea. Zentr. , I, 
I 1683 (I9O6). 
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seemed to "be supported "by the fact that ^-dlethylasinoethyl 
phthalisnide (Cj5H4(C0)gEGaH4NC<IgHB)8) "ffas. also pi^ s.iolosically 
isactive^ *. The relative positions or the nitro^ n atoms 
were the same in both coamounds* 
In the case of the phthaiiEide deri-vative it mi^ t be 
suggested that steric hindrance played scsse part. A comijound 
some-a^ iat similar in type^  di-C/SHiiettgrlaainoethyl) phthsJ^ te^  ^
yOQOC^E^^iCsEs)^) 
(CtfH* 
^G0CXJ2H4JI(C2H5)o) , is TTithout local ane^ hetic action. 
The evidence is not conclusive enou^  however to prove 
cither of the last conjectures. For some reason,, attachment 
of the pharsracaphore to the rest of the molecule with a ni­
trogen atoa failed to give the expected local anesthetic ac­
tion. 
The Effect of 03:TP:en in 
the Bther Sroap; 
In all local anesthetics of the procaine type, the phar-
aacaphore is attached to the carbonyl group of the ester by 
a divalent oxygeni In holocaine -^CglXjOCsEs ) 
(CHaC^  ) 
"^ liH-CeHiOCgfis) and its 
derivatives, studied by Hill and his coworkers®®, the ethyl 
group is attached by means of a divalent oxygen^  Duliere®® 
has prepared a series of cozapounds containing divalent oxy-
c^Duliere, Bull. Soc. Ghiis. {4> 39-40, 286 (1926) w 
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gen. (CcE5GH(0R)CoHftKR2), in -ffaicii R means various al^ qfl rad-
icals» These comxx^ unds had some local anes'the'tic action. 
During this investigation, another tjpe of coDpound con­
taining divalent oxygen attached to the pharmacaphore, isas 
prepared. This coapoimd, v^ -diethylsainoethyl phenyl ether^ "^  
(CgHsOCaHftN(CgHB)s), shorred no local anesthetic action -s^ en 
applied to the cornea of a rahbit , "but did sh0"s7 such action 
on the hunan tongue. l?his places its activity as approxi­
mately that of procaine, "ssrhich has no effect on the cornea 
until S per cent solutions of it are applied. 
Again it is possible to suggest that the effect T?as due 
y? 
to hydrolysis of the cozipound, forsiing ;3-diethylei!*inoethanol . 
rq  
McLeod and Robinson have foiznd that /?-diethylaminoethyl 
ethyl ether hydi^ olyaed very readily. !3?his property probably 
would decrease somewhat t^ en the pher^ l group was substituted 
for the ethyl group, 'sfe.ich -sould explain the deg2?ee of local 
anesthetic action sho-sn by /5-diethylasinoethyl phei^ l ether,. 
The Effect of Oxygen 
in Amino Alcohols; 
In ys-diethylaainoethanol ((CsH5)23C2E40H), the pharsaca-
phore group, .5-diethylaminoethyl is attached to a divalent 
oxygen, as also the case with the coispound Just discuss­
ed, When tested on the cornea of a rabbit, as the hydrobro-
laide salt, iS-diethylaainoethanol showed surprising activitysV-^ 
f 
See section on " The Effect of the Ester Group", p. 4?. 
®^ McLeod and Robinson, J. Chea. Soc. 119, 1470-6 (1921). 
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Its cocaine coefficient ranged from 8.3J3 to 15«66^ '^ « The 
factors causii^  this variation were not knoTm» when injected 
or placed on the ton^ e, ^-diethyl.aminoethanol hydrobroiside 
produced no anesthesia, A Hinute quantity of the free ;3-di-
ethylaninoethanol placed on the tongue, anesthetized an area 
of tTTo square centimeters for over three hours. 
In this coimectlon it is interestijsg to note that ^3 -di-
ethylaisinoetliyl chloride < CCcH6)sSCsH4Cl) and the corre­
sponding broElde Trere inactive, while diethylaiaine®^  had 
a cocaine coefficient of 5-3- sarked activity of the 
asinoalcohol my have been due to the degree of imsaturation 
of the oxygen aton. Hore probably it was aainly due to the. 
anchoring^ e^ffect of the hydro^ l group. 
The Effect of Sulfur 
in the Sulfide Group: 
So far as can be determined, sulfides have not previous­
ly been tested for local anesthetic action, although Latrson 
and Reid have prepared alkyl amino derivatives of diethyl 
sulfide by causing primary and secondaiy alSyl amines to re­
act -^ rith ;?-dlchlorodiethyl sulfide ^ ClCaH^ SCgHtCl). 
During this investigation, ^ -diethylsminoethyl p-tolyl 
sulfide (p-CHg'CeHiSCgHiK'CCaHg)^ ) was prepared and tested for 
^^ Shrlich, Deut« sed. Wochschr^  .1052 (1898), Proc. Roy. 
Soc, (London), 424 (1900), y^siol. Chea,, 47, 
175 (1906), "Studies on iisEunity" (Wiley and Sons 1906), 
404-442. 
Lavrson and Reid^  J, Chem, Soc, 47» 2821-36 (1925), 
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local anesthetic action. It had a cocaine coefficient of 
3.5-5 and ms quite irritant as the hydrochloride salt. This 
last property iiFas not surprising in view of the -Rell knoTm 
action of some organic sulfides^^ , It was not surprising that 
this ccEipound should have shovTn local anesthetic action. The 
previously disc^lssed oxygen cOTspotmd showed some such action, 
and the two are similar in type* Neither "t?as it surprising 
that it showed local anesthetic action^"' to a greater degree 
than the osygen analogue, for divalent sulfur is obviously 
more unsatiaruted than divalent oxygen. 
The Effect of Sulfur 
in the Sulfone Grouo: 
SoHe sulfones have hypnotic''^ action, but so far as can 
he deterE2ined none has previously been tested for local anes­
thetic action. 
^-'Diethylaisinoetl3yl p-tolyl sulfone (p-CEaCgHt-SCg-CgH^ 
(CgHs)©) found to have no local anesthetic action ishat-
ever, -srhen tested on the cornea of a rabbit, or on the human 
tongue. This was not surprising, as oxidation of the very 
irritant ^-chloroethyl p-tolyl sulfide to the corresponding 
sulfone ^ras found to eoinpletely destroy the irritant property. 
Bauman and Sast^*' found that for a sulfone to exert hyjmotic 
action, two sulfone groups nust be attached to the same car-
y ,  JU  W •  \  i  i  w  «  
7-^Bauiiiann and Sast, Zeit. nhysiol. Chem. 14, 52 (1890). 
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"boh atOTD, •Btoich must have all of its iDydrogens replaced by 
other groups^  They found all other sulfones Investigated 
13 to "be inactive, Renshaw and Hotchkiss' have found that in­
troduction of a sulfonic acid group into a molecule. often 
destroys physiological action. 
The esrolanation of this loss of local anesthetic action 
TThsn a sulfone group has replaced a sulfide group may be giv­
en frosi the facts shosn in previous discussions. Divalent, 
and therefore unsaturated sulfur, has "been replaced by hexa-
valent sulfur, a saturated atos, 
1?his behavior "sfas in direct accord "crith the expected 
action. It is "believed to offer direct confii^ ation of the 
vie?? that unsaturated atosis increase local anesthetic action 
as ^ ell as unsaturated groups. Saturated atoms should not 
have this effect, but should behave as do saturated groups. 
The Sffect of Sulfur in 
the Talon Ester- (jrouns: 
As has been previously pointed out, the substitution 
of a divalent sulfur atom for a divalent oygen atom should 
result in an increase in local anesthetic action because the 
sulfur atom has a higher degree of unsaturation. If the car-
bony 1 group of an ester is an unsaturated group, a thion car-
boryl group should be even more unsaturated, and consequent­
ly the coinpound should sho'K' ssore local anesthetic action. 
' Henshaiff and Kotchkiss, J, Cheia. Soc. 48 , 2699 (1908), 
—64— 
!Hiis conclusion isas verified ty the "behavior of /^ -di-
ethylaminoetbyl plienylthionurethane (CaHsJ<HC(-S)0C£H4H(CgH6)2), 
TstLicii had a cocaine coefficient of 6.6, tested tgr the ralJbit 
cornea me-^ iod. Althou^  the data -srere not completely coicpar-
able, this cospoimd apparently "eras considerably more active 
than /^ -diethylaminoethyl phergrlurethane (CeHsHHC00CgH4H(C2H6)s) 
tested by Fromherz'^ .^ 
Apparently the substitution of divalent sulfur for dival­
ent oxygen "sras attended by an increase in local anesthetic 
action* This conclusion was further verified the behavior 
of ^ -^diiethylaHinoetbyl p-tolyl sulfide andJ^ f-diethylamino-
ethyl pher^ l ether 
Conclusion; 
iThe resiilts obtained in this section indicate that single 
unsaturated atoms ssy be substituted for unsaturated groi^ js 
outside the pharaacaphorey -Bithout destroying local anesthet­
ic action, • Bivalent oxygen and especially divalent sulftir 
had this effect* Trivalent nitrogen did not, so far as could 
be detersinedv The substitution of divalent sulfur for di-
« 
valent o:q?-gen resulted in an increase of local anesthetic ac­
tion. Saturation of the unsaturated atoms resulted in a com­
plete loss of anesthetic action. 
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(There "eras-some indication that stcric hindrtoce may have 
caused /^ -dieti^ laciinoethyl phthallmide to be inactive. There 
•sras alao some indication that the relative position of tw 
nitrogen atoss in this, and a-related ccHspound, had some in­
fluence on the lack of physiological action.. 
The positions of the suhstituents in the naphthalene 
nucleus usually causes a marked difference in the phyiaical 
and chemical properties of the coapounds.. It is possible to 
explain these differences, in part, if it be assused that 
each cai^ on atom in the t^ o benzene rir^ gs forcing naphtha­
lene possesses a certain degree of imaaturation* This may 
be represented oy the follo'crlng structural faraula in TJhich 
on the carbon atoms in the 3-^  and 8-9 positions (/?-positions) 
2iay be assimed to neutralize each other, as shomi by the fol­
ly distributed bet^ reen carbon atoms 2 and 10, and that of car­
bon atoa 6 distributed bet"s?een carbon atoms 5 and 7, leaving 
'^^ 'Ehiele, Aim., 306, 125 (1899). 
The Effect of Position in the ^ Ta-phthalene 
Kucleus« The Effect of Increased Holecular 
Weipfct. 
the unsaturation conponents are repre­
sented by dotted lines» The components 
lowing diasraja^ *^ , 
tion of carbon atom 
The component of unsatura-
.1, however, should be equal-
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these carbon atoms still possessing sose degi^ e of unsatu:?-
etion^ ,^ Saphthalene cospounds haTing a substituerst group 
in the /<-position should siost nearly resemble aroaatic cos-
j pounds, since the substituent is attached to a spme^ Jhat un­
saturated^  carhon atoiu. Those naphthalene cospounds having 
substituents in the A-position should most nearly reseiable 
aliphatic compounds of corresponding molecular weight j since 
the substituent is attached to a saturated carbon atom, 
•The differences, required by the above stinictural fornni-
la, forX.- and /J-nonosubstituted naphthalene conpounds are 
apparent to a certain extent* For example, the solecular re­
fraction calctilated for both mono-naphthylamines is 45»80« 
The experimental value for -K-naphtiQrlaiaine is 46,66 and for 
the iS-naphthylaaine, 45,88, Only the so-called aroaatic 
tT 
asines show exalted molecular refraction. Other physical 
constants vary markedly, not only in the case of the amino 
derivatives, but in all and.jff- monosubstitution products 
of naphthalene. 
<<-Naphthylamine has an odor closely resembling that of 
aniline, -^Haphthylamine has no odor. v»hen ©(-naphtbylainine 
is reduced, four hydrogen atoms attach themselves to the car-
^^ Por a comparison of the physical and chemical properties 
of various oC- and/^ -substitution products of naphthalene, 
See Meyer and -Ja«obson*s "Lehrbuch der Organischen Chemie" 
(Ton Veit and Co. 1903) Vol. II, part 2, pp. 295~383- In 
•particular see pp. 325, 355> 364-6 , 305, 310. 
For Ionization Constants, see Scudder Conductivity and 
Ionization Constants of Organic Compounds (D. Van Nostrand 
Company 1914) 219. 
bon atoms of the ring not holding the aEino group* The tet-
rahydride so formed "behaves strictly as an aromatic amine 
•RTith a saturated side chain, because the amino group can "be 
diazotized,. and does not react "srith carbon dioxide, jff-I?aph-
thylamine on reduction gives a tetrahydride in ishich the en-
terijig iQrdrogen atoas have attached th^ selves to the carbon 
atons of the ring holding the amino group. This cosix>ound re-
sesibles an aliphatic amine; since the aisino group cannot " • 
readily be diazotized, and reacts easily -slth carbon dioxide. 
-^HaphthylsEine gives colored precipitates T?ith ferric chlor­
ide, and potassium dichromate, "shile i^ -iiaphthylainine does not. 
j Physiologically, there is a marked difference between 
I 
I the t-570 naphthylaiaines. -C-ifephthylaHine is more poisonous f 
f 
1 than vS-naphthylamine, having, as does aniline, a paralyzing 
•i 7^ I action on the central nervous system * y?-Haphthylaiaine 
i 
j causes a contraction of the pupil of the eye and is oxidiz^  
in the organism to amino naphthols , 
c<r-Haphthol and yS-natfethol shotr the usual differences in 
physical constants'^ . /?-Kaphthol readily forms ethers "when 
treated with alcohols and hydrogen chloride. «C-Haphthol re­
acts. such less readily •5?ith these reagents, resembling phen-
''^ rSnkel, "Arzneimittel-synthese" (Springer 1921) 
Physiological action of Kaphthylamines, 117, 177, 295. 
Physiological action of Naphthols, 117. 
Physiological action of Naphthoic Acids, 105, 195. 
• Physiological action of Benzoic Acid, 171. 
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ol in this respect. It is also difficult to coEvert •<-naph-
tiiol to the corresponding naphthylamine "by treataent with 
ammonia, iffhile-naphthol is readily converted into/^ -naph-
thylamihe* Pi^ siologically, <<-naphthol is more poisonous 
than yS-naphthol , having three times its toxicity and anti-
septic action . This shows sojse reseshlance to phenol 
•EThich is an excellent antiseptic, as well as a germicide®. 
li^ en attempts are made to nitrate or sulfonate naph­
thalene , only the ^ -positions are entei^ d the suhstitu-
i ent^ s. In the case of the sulfonic derivative, heating re­
sults in a rearrangement forming the -derivative, e^n 
I naphthalene is halogenated, the first t'sro iialogens occupy 
the <<-positions on the same ring. Such "behavior may indi­
cate that the ^ -^csr-hons are least satiirated. 'Khen reduced 
"STith alcohol and sodium, hydrogen adds first to the oC.-posi-
tions, then to the -positions in the same ring, only four 
I ibydrogen atoms adding to the ^ hole molecule. This behavior 
indicates that theoC-positions are least saturated, and fur-
§0 
nish the initial point of attac]k for the entering atoms 
With certain rea^ nts the halogen in the (i -position 
seems more reactive. Loevenich and Loeser^ ' sectored 42.7 
9 ^ Mays "Chemistry of Synthetic Drugs'^  (Lor^ ans Green and 
Co., 1921) 154. 
Johnson and Hahn's translation of Heinrlchs "^ eories of 
Organic Chemistry" (John 17iley and Sons. 1922), 67-68, 
'^Loevenich and Loeser, Ber., 324 (1927), C. A... 21, 
1649 (1927). 
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per cent yields of -S-napbthol by-treating /X-'Dromonaphthalene 
•^ tli sodioB acetate, "Sfhile only 12 per cent yields of-c-naph-
thol ^ re secured from «<.-"bro!2onapIitiialene. In other reactions, 
bowever, this difference was not so apparent. Halogens at­
tached to saturated carbon atoms sire more reactive than those 
attached to -unsaturated carbon atoss. 
«C-2Iaphthoic acid selts at 160° and has an ionization con-
stant^  ^of 2x10""^ . -Naphthoic acid Eelts at 182*^  and has an 
eabling benzoic acid in this 
respect. ?art of the <^ f-naph1^ oic acid Ingested is eliminated 
unchanged and a part absorbed. For dogs, the toxic dose is 4 
In vie;? of these facts it was suiprising to find that 
] /f-diethylaninoethyl v3-naphthoate was 
I sli^ tly Ejcre actire as a local anesthetic than ?&~diethyl-
I 8EiinoetIx7K~22aphthoate The op-
I posite effect l^ d been expected, as rell as a such greater 
difference in activity. Apparently the coirelation bet-^ een 
unsaturation and local anesthetic action has broken domi 
rather completely in this case. 
An interesting cosparison of the effect of an increase 
in Qolecular Tfeight of the pharaacogen, outside the phar-
aacaphore, is possible in this case, Lynn and Lofgren^  
found -diethylaalnoethyl benzoate to have anes-thetic prop­
erties. The data given were not directly comparable, but 
<-lfaphthoic scid passes 
-TO-
ohe "benzoate was less active than procaine "ffhlle the nar^ -
thoates vrere several times as t)OKerful' as procaine. 
This result -was in accordance TTlth the general conclu­
sions reached "by and coworkers®^ , Osterberg and Kendall^ ,^ 
Braxm and Braimsdoil'^ ®, and Adaas and Eames®^ , who increase 
the aolecxilar weight of the pharmacaphore, us^ ually, and found 
increased local anestlietic action and toxicity. Gllliard, 
SEonnet and Gartier^ ,^ Tsrorking irith alSyl esters of p-smino-
"benzoic acid, found that the increased molecular Tyet^ t of the 
alSyl groups also resulted in an increased local anesthetic 
action. 
The fact that the naphthoates prepared vrere not even nore 
active ^ s somewhat sxu^ rising. It has "been shown by Madin-
aveitia that amines containing the naphthalene nucleus "srere 
40 tines as active as those containing only the "benzene.nuc­
leus. However, the physiological action so shown was not 
local anesthetic action, hut ^ rmpathoin%etic (stimulation of 
syiapathetic nervous system) action. 
Apparently, the position of the substituents in the 
naphthalene nucleus has very little effect on local anesthet-
•^^ Adams, Kama, and Volwiler, U.S. 1558751, Nov. 16 (1921) 
C.A. , 1^ , 412 (1921). 
Kanm and Volwiler, U.S. 1588573> Aug. 23 (1922), £.A. 
1^ . 990 (1922). 
J^ Csterberg and Kendall, J. M. Chein. Soc. 4-), 1570 (1921) 
•^ Madinaveitia, Anales soc. es-pan. fis» ouim. 18., 66-78 
(1920), C.A., 16, 92"Tl9^ n 
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ic action, since both cosponunds are active to about the 
same degree. Substitution of the naphthalene nucleus for the 




1. The effect of unsaturation on local anesthetic action 
I 
I has "been studied with reference to unsaturated groups and un-
j j saturated atoms, The pharEacaphore gTOup tras retained un-
f 
changed in all cases. 
2, For the most j)art, it has been found 1;hat the presence 
of unsaturated groups outside the pharaaeajmore, serves to 
increase local anesthetic action. 
5. The unsaturated atoas, divalent oxygen and divalent sul­
fur, attaching the phamacaphore to the remainder of the 
! -nolecule, cause local anesthetic action. Trivalent nitro-
j gen did not have this effect. I 
i 
J 
i 4. Substitution of divalent sulfur for divalent oxygen in­
creased local anesthetic action. 
5. Ybtj little difference in local anesthetic action 'ss.s 
fomd -ffhen the^ c- arid -positions in the naphthalene nucleus 
•srere studied. 
6. In general, the results obtained enable the coi^ lation 
bet-creen unsaturation, and physical and chemical propertiesp»-
to be extended to Include local anesthetic action. 
